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Gerety Inaugurated As Amherst President
BYJIMBAKR
Editor-in-Chief
Tom Gerety, Trinity's
former President was inaugurated as President of Amherst
College on Sunday, October 23.
The ceremony was held on
the front steps of Amherst's
Robert Frost Library on the
main quad. On a cloudy day
which eventually led to rain,
approximately 1,000 were in
attendance for the inauguration and following reception.
As the ceremony began, a
brass ensemble played while a
procession of Amherst faculty,
representatives from other colleges, and student groups made
their way to the stage. The
procession was led by the
County Sheriff, Robert Garvey,
who started the ceremony with
a call to order. The sheriff, clad
in a top hat and vest, pounded
a scepter on the stage and declared the ceremonies under
way.

Tom Gerety delivered his inaugural address to the
Amherst College Community last Sunday.

A series of speakers followed, each describing their experiences of working with Gerety
as colleagues of his in the past, or
in their recent experiences at
Amherst. The speakers included
the Superintendent of the regional schools, the Chair of the
Amherst Select Board (similar to
a board of supervisors), and the
Presidents of Smith, Williams,
Wesleyan, and Yale.
The President of Yale University, Richard Levin spoke of
Gerety's years there. President
Levin quoted Gerety's former
professors, describing him as "a
fire breathing speaker" and "a
very morally serious young
man." Levin himself, said that
"Yale is proud of Tom. We salute
Amherst in their inspired choice
of a leader."
Following the guest speakers, leaders from Amherst spoke
of their experiences with Gerety
in the few months that he has
been at the college. Then, Charles
R. Longsworth, Chairman of the

Amherst Corporation, handed
Gerety the charter of the college.
Gerety stepped up to the
podium and gave an inaugural
speech. He talked about the
importance of a liberal arts education and the role of such institutions. "We in the liberal arts
colleges believe that teacher and
student must stand face to face
in the many conversations that
are the work of both: we believe
in teaching as conversation because the best teaching is conversation; exceptby dialogue we
cannot do our work," said
Gerety.
He added, "Our scale and
our intimacy, our flexibility in
moving across and among our
fields, our openness to one another and to our students— these
are the strengths of a community built on dialogue."
The event was mostly attended by the over-40 crowd:
trustees, alumni, parents, memplease turn to page 6

Marriott Labor Problems Trinity Trustees Visit
Evaluated In The Courant
BY LISSA SMITH
News Editor

BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor
A letter to the editor concerning Marriott Food Services
at Trinity College was published in the October 18,1994
issue of The Hartford Courant.
The letter was composed by
Laura Moye of Local 217, Hotel
and Restaurant Employees and
Bartenders Union. In order to
understand the letter entirely,
the context of the events of May
12 and prior must be reconsidered.
Several Marriott employees approached Lisa Meucchi
of Local 919, United Food and
Commercial Workers, interested in collective bargaining
with Marriott Food Services at
Trinity Coilege last February.
"I had within two weeks signed
up over half of the people,"
said Meucchi. "This ensured
us that there would be a vote."
Since there was already a
vote scheduled. Local 217 only
needed the endorsement of one
Marriott worker to include it
on the ballot, which it easily
secured. Moye, who directed
the 217 campaign at Trinity said
in regard to her intervention:
"People should at least know
that there's another option out
there."
"Everything was fairly

smooth until [217] came in,
confusing people," said
Meucchi. LTp until this point,
Local 919 was able to proceed
without much interference
from Marriott management.
However, at the point when
217 added itself to the ballot,
Meucchi said, "Now they
(Marriott management) saw
[that they could] divide and
conquer."
At this point, Marriott
management began an antiunion campaign. Points which
were emphasized included the
cost of union dues, the possibility of scab workers taking
striking union jobs, penalization by the union of an employee for not participating in
a union strike and so forth. A
letter from Jon Small "congratula ting" each employee on
receipt of their fu II wages was
in eluded with each employee's
paycheck in either Spanish or
English. According to several
workers, Marriott flew in
people from as far away as
California to discourage
people from voting for a union.
please turn to page 6

This weekend the Trustees of Trinity Coilege met for
their quarterly meeting. Thirtyfive members of the committee, including a newly elected
Funston Trustee, spent all day
Friday in meetings, attended a
President's Circle dinner that
evening, and met again on Saturday morning to vote on the
issues at hand. ,
The committee of thirty-

five includes two members selected from the Alumni Society,
major contributors to Trinity, and
one Funston Trustee. The
Funston trustee is a newly appointed member three to eight
years out of Trinity, chosen to
represent the youth perspective.
On Friday, the members of
the Trustee committee went to
meetings with committees from
student life, finance and audit,
investment, minority faculty recruitment, institution advancement, and physical plant. Each

Campus

committee addressed issues that
were up for discussion.
The student life committee
discussed the issues surrounding the keg ban, Greek life, admissions and campus safety. The
institution advancement committee addressed the quality and
number of applicants, young
alumni participation, and the
capital campaign that begins this
spring. The Physical Plant Committee took the trustees on a
walking tour which included an
please turn to page 5

At a Student Life Committee Meeting held Friday, trustees discussed issues
surrounding the keg ban, Greek life, and campus safety.

ALICE YAMADA
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Understanding 'Representation'
ime and time again, the Student Government Association (SGA)
has asked itself how it can best represent the students of Trinity
College. Last semester, in particular, an organization called the
Student Sovereign Affairs Council questioned the ability of the SGA to
represent the entire student body.
The inherent distinction between the two forms of government was
that of direct or actual representation versus virtual representation; that
is, the distinction between Senators being elected to represent the interests of their constituency versus Senators voting "with a conscience."
If we understand the word "represent" to mean that the SGA consider
the whims of every single member of the community, then let it be
recommended that the mass of one hundred-something injarvismightbe
more "representative" than the current student government. However,
if it is understood that representation in the Student Government Association is not actual, but virtual, then the Senators must consider what
they understand to be prudent or in the interest of the student body.
Therefore, the Senators have a moral obligation to act and vote according
to what they understand to be the general welfare of the student body set
in the context of the Trinity Community.
What role do the rest of us (the non-Senators) play in a political
process founded upon virtual representation? First, on a very primary
level, we have the obligation to secure the strongest characters as representatives to the government; or else, we ourselves, might work to
become elected to the government. This is the first method by which our
interest is voiced.
Secondly, after the Senate seats have been determined, if we are not
satisfied with the accomplishments or pursuits (or lack thereof) of our
Senators, we have the obligation to persuade them to act otherwise. We
have this same obligation if the Dean of Students Office doesn't act
according to how we, as students, perceive the students' "best interest."
Perhaps our persuasion might come in the form of a proposal, a letter to
the editor, or a demonstration—maybe even a little civil disobedience.
But to remain silent is to indicate to our Senators, our administrators, our
faculty, and our trustees that they have thus far acted in accordance with
our desires.
To those who claim ignorance of the entire process, that is not
sufficient enough. Although you may not have a vote in the club, your
voice can make as much, if not more of a difference if you use it. If we are:
indeed to call ourselves a community, then fellow students, it's high time
we acted like one.
A.P.

Jair.es LBatr '95

Matthew B. Henry '96
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Chalk Prompts Dialogue
About Sexual Orientation
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the various questions and opinions I've heard/
overheard concerning the chalking of
the campus on Tuesday, October 4th.
First, I would like to stress that I am
speaking for myself and not necessarily
for the rest of the group involved.
I realize, after talking to countless
people after the chalking, that many felt
reading "Gay and Proud" or "Someone
you know may be gay" was an accusation. Many people have asked why we
felt it necessary to chalk in the first place.
Others asked that if we were proud, why
chalk in the dead of night? And most felt
that writing on the walls of buildings
was immature and gave the chalking a
graffiti quality, which subverted our
purpose to some degree.
I would like to start by saying that
all of these opinions are valid, and that I
was truly pleased to hear so much dialogue and argument. Even the individuals who found it necessary to write
homophobic comments next to ours are
to be thanked, if for nothing than reflecting the prejudice on campus.
One of the reasons I chalked Tuesday morning was to gauge the attitudes
at this college—to see what people think
and feel about homosexuaEty. I cannot
argue for tolerance of my sexuality unless I am willing and able to listen to the
other side. I would have appreciated it if
the people who responded to "Someone
in your 9:55 is gay" with "I'll drop the
class" had signed their name, or would
step forward to discuss the issue so that
I could understand why they feel that
way, but nevertheless I appreciate the
response for what it is.
Also, I apologize to B&G for the
chalking on the walls. We got carried
away. The last thing we intended was to
cause you more work.
As to why I found it necessary, or
empowering, to draw pink triangles and
pro-gay statements all over campus, I'd
start with a question I was asked the day
after the chalking. I was asked if I thought
I was oppressed at Trinity. I had never
thought of it in those terms before, and it
helped to solidify my own reasons for
what I did. No, I do not feel outrightly
oppressed at Trinity. No one is blatantly
taking away my rights because I am a
lesbian. But I had to ask, that if I feel
afraid to hold a lover's hand in public, or
to say "she" instead of "he" when talking
about romance, or to feel safe, physically
and emotionally, from abuse on this campus, am I free?
And the reactions from the chalking
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reinforced my opinion. Though most
people I talked to supported our action,
the mystery chalking in response to ours,
conversations with people who disagreed, and a prank phone call to another person involved showed that there
are many would just like me to keep
quiet. Don't ask, don't tell. It is this
invisibility which is the oppression I feel
at Trinity as a lesbian, and the chalking
helped me to have a voice at my own
college.
I wrote "Gay and Proud." I am
proud. I did not chalk anonymously. I
signed my name, with many others, outside the President's office. The reason
we chalked late at night is for the pragmatic fact that no one is around at 1:00
AM to get in the way. But also, there is
fear involved. Not everyone is willing to
come out at Trinity, because they are not
ready to deal with the homophobia they
would face day to day. Being proud does
not necessarily mean screaming from the
rooftops. It is an internal feeling of coming into yourself, and loving that part of
who you are, because it has brought you
happiness.
As to whether the phrases we wrote
were an accusation—they were not intended to be, and I don't believe they
were. "Someone you know may be gay"
is a fact. "Are you gay" is a question, not
an accusation, intended to open people's
minds for just one day. I, as a lesbian, am
faced with heterosexual messages every
day, all day. I do not feel this is an attack.
It is the way it is.
If for a few days, Trinity cannot deal
with seeing pink triangles and the word
"gay," then this reflects a problem in
Trinity, not in me. So I would say, though
I am open to discussion, that if you felt
the chalking was an accusation, then it
means you may have more of a problem
with homosexuality than you thought.
After all, saying something is an accusation assumes that the thing you are accused of is bad. And this is the root of
homophobia, the belief that homosexuality is negative, sick, or immoral.
Finally, I would like to thank whoever chalked the night before we did. I
do not mean to take credit for someone
else's work, the timing was such that we
had planned to chalk on that night for
awhile and it overlapped with yours. It
was wonderful to see that other people
support the issues out there. Come to
EROS, or give us a call.
If anyone wants to discuss these issues, I am open, and I am here.
Sincerely,
Kate Roberts '95
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USN&WR's Twenty-Two Reveals Little About Trinity
To the Editor:
Each fall, U.S. News and World Report

ranks the nation's colleges and universities according to estimates of educational
quality. Trinity routinely is rated highly
(and this year, ranked 22nd among national liberal arts colleges), but not as
high as many of us are convinced that
our college deserves. In view of the
recent publication of the 1994 results and
Ms. Jennifer McCrary's careful explana-

thology library of any liberal arts college
in the nation. Nor do they know that
Trinity has led the pack among small
colleges in terms of computer network
facilities. Amherst College knows; no
doubt that is why they are sending their
computer specialists to Trinity to learn
from our system.
USN&WR also cannot judge our
"curricular strengths. Again, consider the
sciences. Trinity is one of only two topnotch liberal arts colleges in the U.S. with

[TJhefact remains that USN&WR is trying to measure
something that cannot he measured from afar, and cannot
he measured accurately without a full-time staff of many
thousands of people.
lions in The Trinity Tripod (Oct. 4th), I
thought it might be useful to have a
faculty perspective on what the
USN&WR ratings do and don't measure.
First, one shouldalways bear in mind
that the magazine's assessments are not
based on actual visits to the schools in
question. USN&WR does not send personnel to sit in on classes, to talk to faculty about teaching philosophies, or to
read student course evaluations. The
magazine's representatives have not surveyed our curriculum; they have not
toured our classrooms, laboratories, or
libraries; they have never been to our
dorms or cafeterias; and they certainly
have never met with our students.
As a result, USN&WR is in a poor
position to judge the quality of our educational resources. Consider the natural
sciences, for example. By not visiting our
campus, the magazine's personnel will
never have seen our magnificent new
complex for Math, Computer Science,
Engineering, and Physics. They are unaware of our state-of-the-art equipment
in Biology, Neuroscience, and Chemistry—including our new scanning electron microscope, the greenhouse, the
DNA sequencing equipment, the new
EEG lab, the atomic absorption spectrophotometer, and the computerized
microdiarysis unit. They haven't observed that the biology research labs at
Trinity are superior to those at Oberlin,
Smith, and Middlebury, and other
schools ranked in the top 20.
They cannot have seen our library
including our collection of rare Renaissance literature, and by far the best orni-

an accredited Engineering program (the
other is Swarthmore).
We have built an undergraduate
Neuroscience Program that is, by objective measures, the very best in the Northeast, if not the nation; Amherst's fine
program doesn't match it, and Williams
College (which has just begun a neuroscience program) isn't even in the running. The innovations in our Biology
and Chemistry curricula lie at the forefront of science education, and serve as a
model that other schools follow; yet you'll
find no mention of that fact in USN&WR.
The magazine's writers know nothing of
our expansions into molecular genetics,
laser optics, and psychopharmacblogy,
and the courses and student research
projects that have resulted. They are
unlikely to know of our innovative ISPprogram or Internship program; or of
Trinity graduates who go on to the best
Ph.D. and medical programs in the world;
or of the number of students who publish results of their thesis research with
Trinity faculty in the scientific literature.
Speaking of research publications,

However, at schools where the scores are
not required for admission, students who
do not do well are less likely to report
their scores. As a result, schools (unlike
Trinity) where the tests are optional tend
to have higher scores to report to the
USN&WR.
Acceptance rate. USN&WR wants
to know what percentage of applicants
are accepted by the college, and what
percentage of acceptees actually enroll.
However, lower-tier schools don't even
try to recruit students with the best
records. An easy way for a school to
boost its acceptance rate would be only
to accept students who are very likely to
enroll. By compering for the very best
students. Trinity is at more of a disadvantage than if it set its sights lower, or if
we were not considered by our applicants to be in the upper echelon of institutions.
Student-faculty ratio. We all know
that learning is best done in small classes.
But USN&WR takes a ratio of the number of students to the number of faculty.
The problem is that at large universities,
faculty often do only 10-20% of the teaching of a faculty member at a small college, and some do no teaching at all.
Much or most of university teaching is
done by graduate students and adjuncts.

The innovations in our Biology and Chemistry curricula
lie at the forefront of science education, and serve as a
model that other schools follow; yet you'll find no mention
of that fact in USN&WR.

The number of students per faculty member at a campus is unimportant; what
matters is the average number of students per each faculty-taught class. Compared to Trinity, a research university
with the same "student-faculty ratio"
would have an effective ratio that was 5 to
figures reported \>y Current Contents show •' 10 times higher. That is one reason why
that Trinity is one of the top five colleges universities have such enormous
in the nation in the biological/medical courses—at Cornell University, for exsciences. But faculty quality and pro- ample. Introductory Psychology is a class
ductivity are not considered by of 1400 students, and has to be held in a
USN&WR.
concert hall with balconies. You'd never
How valid, then, are the magazine's know it from the simple USN&WR rarankings? Let's consider some of the tios.
criteria used by USN&WR.
Graduation rate. USN&WR meaCollege board scores. USN&'WR sures the percentage of students who
collects data on the scores for the enter-, graduate within six years of acceptance.
ing freshman class, the rationale being A cynic might view this as a measure of
that higher scores mean better students. how easy a school is to get through. But
yet another problem is that this criterion
handicaps schools that are willing to take
chances on unconventional students, or
those with weak high school backgrounds. It also counts agains.t schools
like Trinity that offer special programs
for students with full-time jobs, or with
families to raise. We are very proud of
The following is reprinted with permission front the October 18,1994 issue of The Hartford Courant
our IDP program and students; it's too
bad
that the USN&WR rating system
summer Trinity stoodbywhileMarriott
To the Editor:
penalizes us for our success.
fired two workers best known for their
Faculty salaries. I suppose that the
Recently, Trinity College secured union-organizing efforts.
rationale here is that higher salaries atThe result is that not only have
grant money to expand its positive role
tract better teachers—or are they supin the Hartford community. Our col- workers gained no rights on the job, but
posed to induce existing faculty to teach
leges should be responsible partners in they also now live in a state of fear,
better? In any case, for the past seven
afraid to talk to Trinity professors about
our community.
However, Trinity College should their working conditions lest they lose
first look inside its own gates. Trinity their jobs, too.
High-sounding goals are worth
employs Marriott Food Services to run
its food service. Last spring, the work- little if Trinity won't even take a stand
ers at Marriott who average about $6 for the hard-working people who serve
an hour and mostly have no benefits, its students, faculty and staff.
Trinity should insist that Marriott
tried to organize a union to secure health
benefits, better wages and respect on return the union supporters to their
jobs and stay neutral in any future camthe job.
Trinity allowed Marriott to run a paign to organize a union atthe college.
If Marriott refuses, Trinity should
harsh anti-union campaign. This campaign- was based on fear, implying find itself a new food service company.
workers would lose what little they
Sincerely,
had if they dared to organize a union.
Laura Moye
Marriott isolated workers by language
Area Director
groups, flying in anti-union managers
Local 217'
from as far away as California to speak
Hotel and Restaurant Employees
to the Spanish-speaking work force
and Bartenders Union
about why Marriott didn't want a
Hartford
union. On top of all this, this past

Trinity Must Incorporate
Marriott As Community

years, the magazine has been using raw
data on salaries, without considering liviiigcosts. Thus, a $40,000/year professor
at the University of Oklahoma would be
rated like one at UCLA, despite the fact
that the latter may have spend 5-8x as
much to buy a house! This year,
USN&WR tried to add a cost of living
adjustment, but don't expect them to go
back and correct seven years of invalid
calculations.
Alumni loyalty. This might seem to
be a good measure of quality, but unfortunately, USN&WR estimates alumni
loyalty by asking what percentage of
(living) alumni gave money to the school
in the previous year. The amount of
money isn't important to USN&WR; having 61% of your alumni give two dollars
apiece counts more than having 60% of
your alumni give $1000 each! Moreover,
as an alumnus of two institutions, I can
attest that whether I donate money in a
given year largely depends on how aggressively it is solicited. What USN&WR
is actually measuring is the effectiveness
of the fund-raisers in a college's Development Office. How does this measure
educational quality?
This is not to say that all of the
USN&WRcriteriaareinvalid. Themagazine does look at school expenditures

per student, high-school class standings,
and other information. But the fact remains that USN&WR is trying to measure something that cannot be measured
from afar, and cannot be measured accurately without a full-time staff of many
thousands of people. The magazine realizes this; it acknowledges that the best
measure of educational quality would be
to quantify what students have actually
learned, an impossible task. But no matter; ranking colleges is a lucrative business. The college guide is by far the best
selling issue of USN&WR each year, and
the corresponding book America's Best
Colleges sells for $7.95 at bookstores nationwide.
Over the past 30 years, Trinity has,
by reputation, moved out of the second
tier into the upper echelon of national
liberal arts colleges. If we assume that
small colleges offer the best learning environment, even USN&WR's analysis
would place us in the top 1.5% of educational institutions. With a dedicated and
talented faculty and administration, we
will continue to move forward as an
institution, and to do what we do well as
we possibly can. Trinity students have
every reason to be proud of our extraordinary college. I'm certainly proud to be
a part of it.
Sincerely,
Daniel Blackburn
Associate Professor of Biology
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SGA Officers Demonstrate Effects Of Alcohol Abuse
BY JENNIFER MCCRARY &
SONJA WORTHY
News Writers

Rushmore succeeded perfectly.
Unfortunately, Maxine Skaggs
who had 13 shots of Absolut,
didn't fair as well, .as she nearly
Thursday, October 20, six collapsed to the ground. And in
SGA and TCAC officers, with raising one leg 6 inches and
the assistance of Hartford Po- counting to 25, Wasserman and
lice, got drunk in the cave to Rushmore ended in perfection,
demonstrate to students the ef- while the women and Saulayer
fects of alcohol and the reper- finished not as successfully.
cussions of being
In testing alertness, the stupulled over while undents were asked to recite the
der the influence.
alphabet starting with the letter
"I had to push
"I", Wasserman insisted onsingthem..I was like
.5 '^;;
ing the entire
'drink, drink, drink',"
—- —
thing.
said Rima Doshi, coThe most tellordinator of the lating test, in" which
est SGA student acall six students
tivity.
failed...was a'test
The 'Get Drunk
of visual alertness.
with SGA' was
Officer Santos
started five years ago
asked each stuat Trinity. SGA
dent to follow his
president, Liz Platt
pen with their
explained, "it (the program) is eyes..all eyes jerked, signifying
much more effective than a lec- intoxication.
ture." Approximately 30-50 stuThe event which was condents were present. Doshi con- sidered successful by those who
sidered the evening- "a suc- ran it, also had favorable reviews
cess."
from attendees. "It was a lot of
Those who subjected them- fun..but it also addressed seriselves to the test were helped by ous issues," said Crossan Barnes
Hartford Police Officer Santos '97.
who conducted real life tests of
The evening's activities,
potential intoxicated drivers. though fun for the onlookers,
The type and amount of alcohol wasn't as much fun for all of the
consumed varied from person participants. "It wasn't fun for
to person. Platt settled on 9 me, I have never drank to get
Molson Ice, J.P... Saulayer went drunk before. It made me disfor 14 shots of Absolut Vodka, like the taste of beer, even my
and Jarrett Rushmore consumed favorite kind," said Platt. Doshi
13 glasses of wine.
agreed saying "I have never seen
The tests which officer any of them as drunk as they
Santos conducted varied from were; my coaxing worked."
The event while successful,
measuring physical coordination to recollection abilities and drew a very small percentage of
alertness. With the tests of coor- the student body. This was
dination, walking ten steps in a caused by lack of publicity. "It
straight line (heel-toe), Paul was poorly publicized. All I saw
Wasserman
and Jarrett . were a couple of 'get drunk with

I

SGA' signs," said Jessica Lopes
'97. The event actually reached
more people outside of Trinity
than inside. WFSB-TV, Channel
3 covered it on the night cast,
which according to Platt, "was
scary seeing myself that drunk."
The event seemed to be especially unheard of among the
underclass students. "Since I
wasn't here last year, I guess, I
didn't know much about it. I
thought it was a joke," said Liz
Abbott '98.
The 'get drunk with SGA'
program depicted an accurate
(if not disturbing) scene involving intoxication and it's running
in with the law. This showcase
was facilitated by the highly
public SGA officers serving as
guinea-pigs to high volumes of
alcohol. *I was impressed by
how drunk they were," said
Doshi.

The
Crisis In
Haiti
A Panel Discussion
Featuring:

Randall Robinson,
Director of TransAfrica

Dr. Leslie Desmangles,
Prof, of Religion and International Studies,
Trinity College
Thursday, October 27,1994
7:00pm
Life Science Center
Boyer Auditorium
Sponsored by the Pan African Alliance
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J.P. Saulayer, Laurie Chiaverini and Officer Santos
participate in "Get Drunk With SGA."

"Trinity Is Not A Democracy"

Alcohol Policy Rejected
BY JONATHAN A. EPSTEIN
News Writer
The first Trustee Student
Life Committee meeting of the
'94-'95 year was held this past
weekend. And yes, the expected debate that pitted the
students versus the administration and trustees occurred.
The issues of discussion were
the class of '98 admissions, the
ban on kegs, fraternity transition, and other student initiatives.
The report on admissions
was given by Dean Borus. He

policy decisions by loudly stating, "this is not a democracy!"
The trustees keptacknowledging how impressed they were
with the policy, but the word
"but" would always foliow the
praises. Thus, the era of legal
kegs in dorms seems to have
come to an end. JimMoodie,
SGA Vice President of Finance, concluded the discussion on kegs by saying, "social life at Trinity is dead."
This statement reiterated the
view of many students that
kegs are needed unless Trinity is to become a "suitcase"

"Social life at Trinity is dead.'
—Jim Moodie J95
school, with a steady flow of
students leaving campus
On the brighter side, other
SGA initiatives were embraced. These include more
accessibility to Alumni Lounge
and The Bistro, which currently cannot be used for alcohol-related programming. Efforts are also in the works to
get more money for the Student Activities Office for onetime student programs such as
movies on the quad.
Talk then turned to the
fraternity system. The Greeks
explained in a letter written by
IFC President, Duncan
Banfield, that the IFC has been
restored and is currently planning many events and helping
fraternities and sororities meet
the coeducation requirements.
However, some members in
The next issue on the attendance, such as Ashley
agenda was the keg ban, and Gilmor, President of Tri-Delt,
an SGA alternative proposal. explained that the trustees are
An SGA ad-hoc committee had not helping but merely hinspent weeks preparing a plan dering the objectives of many
that they believed had a shot women on the Trinity campus.
with the Trustees and Admin- Chair of Trustees Al Koeppel
istration. Thiswasnotthecase. thenrespondedthatthe "deadThe policy centered on the le- line for coeducation remains
galization of 1/4 kegs. Even at September, 1995."
with mandatory registration,
President Painter, in final
limits on the number of people comments, stated that "every
in rooms with 1/4 kegs, and word has been heard today."
other restrictions, the trustees This feeling was also agreed
sided with the Dean of Stu- upon by many trustees as well.
dents office and President However, the feeling amongst
Painter. At one point Dean many students at the meeting
Winer made clear his opinion was that a lot more needs to be
of students having a say in all done besides merely listening.

reported that less students
from Connecticut and Massachusetts enrolled this year.
Whether the bad p ublidty from
the gang violence last year is
the reason for this dip is uncertain. However, other states
with increased enrollments at
Trinity are Alabama, California, Montana, and Florida. The
number of. Latino students is
also on a steep rise. On the
other hand, African-American
admissions has continued to
decline. There was much concern amongst the trustees for
this drop, and talk of strong
action to improve AfricanAmerican student recruitment
was emphasized. Colgate remains the number one school
where Trinity accepted students go when they do not
come to Trinity.
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Part Of The 25th Anniversary Of Coeducation:

Alumni Panel Discusses Media Related Issues

BY JON MOSKOWTTZ
Sports Editor

In honor of Trinity's 25th Anniversary of Coeducation there was a panel
discussion held on the current state of
television and print media. Trie forum,
called "Substance vs. Sensationalism:
What's News, Whaf s not and Who Decides?" was last Monday in McCook. It
consisted of former Trinity graduates
currently working in media related professions pulled together to discuss
women's role in the media.
The men and women on the panel
were Rick Hornung '77, Clare
Casademont '78,Amy Katz '79, William
Kirtz '61, and Jane Reynolds '92.
The debates were fast and furious.
The print media battled the television
media over issues related to the quality
of news, who should control the news,
and the role of advertisers.
Print journalist, Hornung a freelance writer currently working at The
Village Voice, squared off against the two
television journalists, Casademont, a
news anchor at KHOU in Houston, and
Katz, the operations producer of "World
News Tonight with Peter Jennings" and

producer for ABC's Washington Bureau.
The action was fierce as Hornung
claimed all media, print and television
are greatly influenced by the corporate
sponsors, and that all producers and ~
writers are inherently aware of the sponsors when writing and editing pieces.
Casademont and Katz were quick to
counter noting, "unlike some journalists, we don't have time to sit around and
discuss the ethics, let alone the sponsors
of our programs. We are in a constant
battle with time, and struggle just to get
the next segment off smoothly."
The moderator, Kirtz, is an associate
professor of journalism at Northeastern
University. He kept tempers low and the
action flowing. He tried keeping the topic
on sensationalism, pointing that ethics
does play a key role in the decision making process.
Kirtz explained that while newspapers such The New York Times, Atlanta
Journal Constitution, and The Philadelphia

behind every story. "That is the difference between evening news and 'trash
TV' shows like Current Affair and Hard
Copy," explains Kirtz.
Hornung admits that the newspaper business isn't as pure as it may seem.
He explains "the newsroom is still the
best place for all the latest gossip. Workers are still sleeping with their bosses
and employees are still in competition
with one another. It's mayhem." Kirtz
agrees, "It's all a soap opera, "Sex, harassment... it all still goes on in the media."
The discussion simmered, as later in
the panel discussion, Reynolds, a softspoken correspondent for the South Jer-

sey section of The Philadelphia Inquirer.
discussed reactions towards negative
articles. She pointed that a small environment can be easily affected by a critical article. She says that as long as an
article is accurate and you get the facts
straight, there is no reason people should
refuse to talk to you. "The only time you
run into problems," indicated Reynolds,
"is when you don't put in correct facts. It
makes you and your article look bad."
Though some issues caused heated
debate, the forum ended peacefully. The
panel participants and sponsors adjourned for dinner where further discussion with students about the media industry continued.

IFC Meets To Discuss
Future Of Greek Life

Inquirer have time to ponder sensational
respective organizations, and each is eastories and can work to avoid coverage BY RYEL KESTENBAUM
ger to use their skills to establish a perof such topics, television news comes News Writer
manent framework for the IFC at Trinity.
hard and fast. He says that what keeps
After three years of dormancy, the
Assisting the IFC in its efforts to
mainstream news shows viable are the
references and resources that are checked Inter-Fraternity Council of Trinity Col- strengthen relations with the Trinity
lege has been reactivated by students in Community is Rob Freckert, a graduate
order to strengthen College-Greek rela- student at a nearby university and an
tions and to promote unity among the intern with the Student Activities Office.
fraternities and sororities on campus. The Freckert will advise and assist the IFC in
Council has opened positive lines of com- its planning of community service events,
munication between Greek organiza- in leadership training, and in helping to
tions, enabling it to organize joint phil- promote the positive influences of the
anthropic, academic, and social functions Greek system in campus life. In addition
of the SGA, each class president, and
for the benefit of the entire College com- to advising, the IFC has sought the assisthe President's Circle scholars. The enmunity.
tance of the SGA, the TCAC, and the
tertainment was "The Musical Revue."
One of the immediate priorities of Community Service Office for planning
On Saturday, the General Board
the Council is assisting all organizations events and expandingthe student awaremet in the morning to vote on the isin meeting the requirements of the Trust- ness of the Greek system in and around
sues brought Tip during the weekend.
ees' Decision of 1993. The Council has Trinity.
This meeting was closed to all students
already established strong ties with the
The IEC has already planned sevexcept Iizz Platt, an honorary, nonDean of Students'Office, and met with a eral events for the Fall, the first of which
voting member of the committee. The
Trustee committee this past Friday to will beacoUaborationwithTrirutyCommeeting came to a close around noon.
discuss the implementation of the Deci- munity Outreach for "Halloween on
sion. The deadline for all fraternities and Vernon Street." A Homecoming hospisororities to meet the coeducation re- tality tent, a charity event in the Washquirements set forth by the Trustees is ington Room on November 11, and parthe Fall of 1995, a task that has been ticipation in Trinity's celebration of 25
extremely difficultformost of theGreeks years of coeducation are all upcoming
projects.
on campus.
"The Trustees' Decision confirms the
The EFC is comprised of two representatives from each of the ten Greek importance and value of the Greek sysorganizations, led by elected members tem at Trinity and the continued existserving as president, vice-president, and ence of Greeks on campus. The IFC is
secretary /treasurer. Leading the IFC this committed to helping fraternities and
Fall are Duncan Banfield '95 of St. An- sororities adapt to whatever regulations
thony Hall, R.J.. Rondini '95 of Psi Upsi- are imposed, and to demonstrating to
lon, and Cynthia Leonard '95 of Delta the community that the Greek system is
Delta Delta. Each of these IFC officers much more than a social outlet for its
has held a position of leadership in their students," said Banfield.

Trustees On Campus
For Quarterly Meeting
continued from pagel

introduction of the new Mather building. They also discussed the demolition
of Park Place/Boardwalk in hopes of
building a new dormitory and the renovation of the long walk.
Friday evening, the Trustees attended the Presidents Circle Dinner at
the Wadsworth Athenaeum. It was a
black tie dinner attended by the officers
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Student Behavior Leads To Arrest In Two Incidents
BY CINDY DARLING
News Editor

In the past two weeks, two
Trinity students were arrested
in separate incidents. Though
the incidents were unrelated,
they raise questions about Campus Safety's role oncampus. The
administration is in the process
of deciding penalties for the
students involved.
The firstincidenttookplace
early, the first Sunday of Reading Week, Get. 8. It began with a
noise complaint issued to campus safetyby a guest at the Smith
House concerning loud music
being played at the Crow fraternity house at around 4:30 a.m.

Campus Safety responded to the
call, asking the students to turn
down the music. According to
theDeanofStudent'sOffice,the
few students who were on the
scene, gave Campus Safety, "a
difficult time," and were noncompliant with their orders to
disperse.
Five minutes later, there
was a second noise complaint
made to Campus Safety by the
same guest at Smith House.
When Campus Safety responded this second time, there
was still some "belligerence,"
on the part of those who were
left. At this point Campus Safety
decided to call the Hartford Police. According to Brian Kelly,

Director of Campus Safety, the
policy is that if students aren't
compliant the second time
around, Campus Safety may
turn to the Hartford Police. At
this point, the police arrested a
student on the basis of breach of
peace. He was allowed to go, on
the promise that he appear the
following morning at 11:00 a.m.
There were other violations,
such as the fact that the city has
ordered no one to be in the Crow
house after midnight until repairs are made, under orders of
the Fire Marshal. This was not
included in the charges.
The second incident occurred early Tuesday morning,
Oct. 18th, at 2:15. It involved a

Amherst Officially Welcomes Gerety
continued from page 1

bers of the community, and visitors from other colleges. Anumber of people from Trinity were
attheevent, including President
Borden Painter, who was part
of the procession. Also in attendance were Trustees Scott
Reynolds and Raymond Joselin,
and Vice President of Finance,
Robert Pedimonte. Brian Kelly,
Director of Campus Safety,
Charlie Morris, Assistant Director of Campus Safety, as well as
ElizabethNatalefromPublicRelations, Constance French from
the Development Office, Susan
Pikor from the President's Office, and Sharon Herzberger
from the Psychology Department were also at the inauguration.
Noticeably missing from
the event were Amherst students. It was estimated that
between 1/4 and 1/3 of the
Amherst student population
was in attendance. A representative of the Amherst Newspaper, The Amherst Student, specu-

lated that the low attendance
may have been due to a lack of
publicity. He said that students
had received invitations in their
mailboxes quite some time ago,
but that there hadn't been any
publicity recently about the
event.
Another member of the
Amherst Community speculated that it may have been due
to the early starting time— noon
on Sunday.
After the inauguration was
over, the attention shifted from
Gerety to the festivities. There
were several different musical
groups, and a wide variety of
ethnic food. A crowd of students and others gathered to see
a statue named "Sabrina." The
several foot tall bronze statue is
Amherst's equivalent of
Trinity's Lemon Squeezer, an
heirloom that sporadically
makes appearances on campus
and whose whereabouts is almost never known.
The statue made a surprise
appearance, having been missing for several years. One student, while waiting to take his
friends' picture in front of the
statue, said that he never expected to see it and that he was
certain that this would be his
only chance. The statue was
guarded by two security officers.
During the reception,
Gerety was wandering around
the tents where the festivities
were held, but he was not surrounded by a large contingent

JIM BARR

Robert Garvey, Sheriff of Hampshire County, and Professor
Rose R. Oliver, Faculty Marsha) led the inaugural procession.
of people waiting to talk to him. the topics of his speeches while
Elizabeth Natale, Director of at Trinity.
Media Relations at Trinity, said
According to Matthew
that when she approached Hobbs '95, Editor-in-Chief of The
Gerety, he was "standing by Amherst Student, Gerety has
himself." In attempting to ex- talked about bringing faculty
plain this, Natale commented and students together and facthat "a lot of people really don't ulty eating in the student dining
know him. He was mostly be- hall. He has also talked about
ing approached by people who breaking down the invisible bar-

"I was not surprised. The things he worked on
at Trinity are no doubt important to him, and
are probably as important to him now as well."
—Elizabeth Natale,
Director of Media Relations
were friends."
Natale added that there was
no formal receiving line at the
reception, unlike when Gerety
was inaugurated at Trinity. She
said that the ceremony at
Amherst "was a much more
elaborate affair." In terms of
Gerety's inauguration speech,
she commented that "it was a
message that I've heard from
Tom before, partly from his inauguration, but partly through
his years at Trinity. These were
not unfamiliar messages... but
he is getting better at delivering
them."
In his first months at
Amherst, and in his speech,
Gerety has emphasized p rojects
and goals which werefrequently

rier between the college and the
community, and reaching out
into the community. Community service and the possibility
of a magnet school have also
been stressed. All of these things
were projects which Gerety undertook while at Trinity. In
speaking of these similarities,
Natale said, "I wasnotsurprised.
The things he worked onat Trinity are no doubt important to
him, and are probably as important to him now as well."
Meanwhile,, at Trinity, the
search for a permanent President continues.- The Presidential Search committee met this
weekend, and wouldideally like
to have a new president for Trinity selected by January 1,1995.

group of students visiting from
Brown and a group of Trinity
students. According to the Dean
of Student's Office, the Brown
students confronted two Trinity students near the Seabury
parking lot.

received harassment from Trinity students. For the first incident, the Dean of Students is
considering requiring that the
student complete a pensum or a
workrequirement; that he make
restitution to the guest of the

"We're still trying to resolve everything with
the criminal courts and with the Dean of
Student's Office."
—Director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelly
Apparently, one Trinity
student went to the View to get
other students to back them up.
The Brown students claim that a
"mob" of Trinity students was
coming up the hill from the
View, causing them to get in
their cars to escape. In the process of backing out, the three
cars from Brown backed into
each other. The Brown students
drove to the Broad and Vernon
lot and called the police, who
arrived on the scene.
The police ID'd everyone
on the scene at this time. The
Brown students claimed that
they were provoked into driving recklessly by the Trinity
students. One student from Trinity admitted to hitting one of
the Brown students' cars with
his crutch. Though he was not
intoxicated, the police arrested
him for breach of peace and
criminal mischief in the third
degree.
Though these incidents do
not call for suspension from
school, the Dean of Students has
not yet figured out exact penalties for the students involved.
Kelly said, "We're still trying to resolve everything with
the criminal courts and with the
Dean of Student's Office."
The penalty for both incidents will in some way meet the
needs of the Campus Safety officers who were involved, and

Smith House in the form of an
apology and possible financial
compensation; that he make an
apology to the Trinity community; and that he complete some
academic work exploring the
issue of alcohol on campuses.
The penalty for the second incidentis still under consideration.
According to Peters, Campus Safety has had to deal with
a lot of harassment and abuse
from students who get drunk
late at night and become violent. He went on to say that there
seems to be a pattern of behavior, in which these male students
will not back down when approached by Campus Safety. As
Peters said, "They (students)
need to know and respect that
these are campus officials."
Additionally, in reference
to how these incidents affectfraternity life at Trinity/Peters
stated that he does not see how
this type of behavior reflects any
effort to recruit women into the
fraternities.
Kelly sees these incidents
as isolated. According to Kelly,
though he would not like to see
any incidents of any sort, he feels
that this semester has started off
relatively quietly compared to
other years.
He hopes that these will be
the only major problems Campus Safety will have to deal with
this semester.

Letter In Courant Blasts
College Over Marriott
continuedfn

"The; real intimidation,"
said Move, "is the day-to-day
harassment by the managers...
'Art; you going to vote for the
union?' 'How are you going to
vote?"'
Meanwhile, Trinity decided to stay out of the entire
scenario. "Either way (union
or not), we would have to live
with the consequences, so it
didn't make sense to intervene," said one Trinity official.
On May 12, Marriott employees participate in an election lo decide whether or not
they would unionize. Thirtysix voted for! jical^l^ six voted
for Local 217 and firty voted
not to unionize. Had the total
votes for a union amounted to
more than half of the ninetytwo votes, then there would
have been another election to
decidebetvveon the two unions.
Meucchi accounted for the
low votes for Loral 919because
"most people said th.it they
were so totally turned off by
the aggressiveness (of Moye
and Local217) and didn't vote.,.
They (217) were hanging on
doors... and frightened people.".
One Marriott worker who

votod for 919 *aid of Moyi:, "I
du not trust her. She just want?:
praise. She's, the one who put
us where we're at (without a
union).''
Moye said, "I think Trinity should make MarrioLt sign
a public statement that if the
workers want to organize lhat
they will remain neutral... They
will do whatever the client says
unless it loses money."
Reflecting on the entire fiasco, Meucchi said, "The only
people wholost are theMarriolt
workers."
Trinity's contract with
Marriott Food Service expires
in 1997. Approximately seven
years ago, the I'lesidt.-nt'sCoinmission on Fund Services nv
qucs>ted proposals from several
food service companies in order to determine an appropriate company to fit Trinity's
needs. When asked whether
Trinity would ventureintosuch
an endeavor in the near future,
Alan Sd uer, Budget Director of
Trinity, said that there might
heanother commission in 19%.
Jon Small, Director of
Marriott Food Services at Trinity College, declined to comment.
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Student Discusses Future Plans For Hartford

Mayor Mike Peters Addresses Trinity Community
BY MELISSA CARROLL

News Writer
The popular conception is that Hartford, once a prosperous, vibrant city,
continues to spiral downward at an unprecedented pace.
Half of the population is in dire need
of government assistance. Fear of crime
pervades the city. The public schools
have failed in their attempt to educate
the children and a repeat occurrence is
possible if EATs initiatives to privatize
the system is unsuccessful. Taxpayers
are overburdened. People have lost affection for the city. Hartford appears to
be stagnant, lacking direction and leadership.
Hartford Mayor Mike Peters thinks
otherwise. Speaking to students at Trinity College last Thursday October 20,
1994, Mayor Peters believes Hartford is
a "city turning the corner". The resources
are here and so are the people. The only
missing ingredients are community participation and positive perception.
According to Peters, Hartford's
agenda in the future will focus on successful strategies that can teach Hartford
residents about improving housing, employment and self-esteem in run down
economically hard hit areas of the city.
•Pictures of abandoned buildings or neglected children can move people to generosity and action but they can also lead
to superficial analyses and fickle commitments. Quick solutions will not solve
the structural problems; they are only
temporary remedies to powerful, stubborn illnesses.
Too often well meaning political figures produce lengthy jargon riddled
materials only to appease and enlighten
an audience aching for understanding
and change. Mayor Peters certainly is
witty and entertaining , however, and
his sales pitch seems genuine. Essentially, Peters assumed sole responsibility
of selling the city of Hartford when he
entered office but clearly it is a job he
enjoys and it is important to understand
why.
A city swimming in sea of a problems, political, social, and economic,
Hartford would appear to be on the verge
of drowning, in need of an official with
extensive experience in these areas.

Mike Peters may fit the profile of
many things but a professional politician
is not among the list. As a lifelong resident of the city of Hartford, former
firefighter and small businessman,
Mayor Peters obviously possessed some
insight into the political and social realities plaguing the city which allowed him
to defeat the incumbent and win the
mayoral seat. Perhaps his election reveals that the problems facing Hartford
are not wholly political, that the root of
these problems canbe targeted on a much
more simplis tic, basic social level - a level
on which everyone can participate.
It is this point on which Mayor Peters focuses. Involvement. To make
positive, productive changes, one must
become part of the process. Past attempts to involve Trinity students in
Hartford's redevelopment and revitalization have had limited success because
students have not made these issues relevant to their everyday lives.
Instead of simply pondering how
we can help Hartford recover, we must
consider what Hartford can teach us.
Trinity students need to recognize that
the communities surrounding Trinity are
in fact our neighbors and that changes
occurring on campus and beyond the
gates are in fact changes that affect Hartford as a whole. We should heed the
careful lessons of redeveloping Hartford
because we will find that progress re~
quires the involvement of everyone.
Growing up near Trinity College^
Mayor Peters remembers viewing the
college "as aplace with abigf ence around
it, a place you should not enter/'Up until
a few years ago this perception held true.
Only recently has Trinity opened the
gates to the community and Mayor Pethis opportunity, to lookbeyond the steel
gates.
It is easy to fall into the dangerous
trap of perception but such negativity
will not help Hartford climb out of the
doldrums. Regardless ofwhatone thinks
about Hartford, the issue we must consider is usually phrased as a question of
charity - the extent to which Trinity College should contribute to the education
and protection of their less successful
neighbors. Rarely do we consider what
we can learn from Hartford. Mayor Pe-
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Mayor Mike Peters addresses Trinity students in the Boyer Auditorium'
at a lecture co-sponsored by The Pan-African Alliance and Alpha Delta Phi.
ters believes that involvement in
Hartford's successful comeback will reveal that dealing with these problems
can help us to tackle and overcome individual obstacles or those facing Trinity
,.£pUege. Often txgies,.rpeQple removed
from an immediate situation, especially
students, fail to realize that such problems touch everyone.
During Mayor Peters ten months in
office, notable progress has made been in
confronting some of the social ills besetting Hartford. Effectively combating
gang violence, attaining monies for refurbishment projects and the establishment of youth intervention programs
are just a few examples. Yet, the problems cannot be attacked only by city
officials.

People need to put things in perspective recognizing what is real and
what is not. Trinity students do not have
to become cheerleaders of the community overnight. Other cities have faced
the challenge^ Hartford is currently experiencing. They have overcome obstacles, as Hartford will. They received
regional, state and federal assistance, as
Hartford is.
They have received local support
through sustained community involvement and participation, as Hartford must.
Trinity is part of Hartford's community
and possesses the sum of the elements
necessary to aid Hartford along the "path
to the possible." Hartford's Mayor believes the city is on the upswing and that
he is the man that will get the job done.
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Thunder From The Right A Look At Tom Scott
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
Metro-Hartford Writer

In the turbulent waters of Connecticut politics, one politician has been able
to ride the wave of the discontented right.
The man who has harnessed the conservative tide is Tom Scott, a former state
legislator and talk show host. He has
draped his gubernatorial campaign in
symbols reminiscent of the American
Revolution. Scott's campaign basis lies
in repealing the state income tax as he
feels the other three major gubernatorial
candidates, Eunice Groark, Bill Curry,
and John Rowland, only give repealing
the tax lip service.
Scott is the candidate of the Independence Party. He had been a staunch
Republican before this bid; however, he
has been blasting Republican nominee
John Rowland throughout the campaign.
Scott has labeled his opponent "Washington lobbyist John Rowland" and has
accused the Republicannominee of working for businesses that were cutting jobs
throughout Connecticut.

Another point of contention is the
fact that Rowlandhad disregarded eliminating the income tax until Scott entered
the campaign in September. Rowlandhas now made repealing the incpme tax
a central issue in his platform. Several
observers believe that Scott's gubernatorial bid has been launched to force front
runner, Rowland, to promise to repeal
the tax in order to win the right wirtg of
the political spectrum.
Scott had tested these waters earlier.
Using his popular radio talk show as a
pulpit, Scott launched a rally in order to
protest the creation of the income tax and
to demand its repeal. From the supporters of that rally Scott has been able to
construct a solid base for his bid. How far
his appeal can extend beyond this base
remains to be seen. Scott has simply not
been able to spend the resources to create
the television and radio ads needed to
compete in the election. As of last week
Scott had raised only $27,536. When
compared to the $2,750,000 raised by
Rowland, Scott's campaign needs help.
Another factor hurting him, is the

standing of his fledgling party. Besides
not having as much money as his oppo, nents, Scott also does not have the privileges of the more established candidates.
'Fof« example, Scott has been excluded
from a debate. He also does not have the
backing of any previously organized
corps of supporters. Scott comes into the
election with a number of strategic disadvantages and his standing in the polls
are a reflection of this. A recent Hartford
Courant poll placed Rowland with 34%
of the vote, Democratic challenger Bill
Curry at 28%, the A Connecticut Party's
candidate Lt. Gov. Eunice Groark at 8%,
and Scott at only 5%.
But some of the very unpopular
stands that Scott is making are also responsible for his standings in the polls.
Scott is against forced school desegregation and is firmly against forced bussing.
At the same time, Scott is for allowing
schools to hire former members of the
armed forces to monitor the schools as
security guards. Scott's rivals have been
blasting the Independence Party norrd„ nee on these grounds and Rowland in-

sists that a vote for Scott is a throw away.
There are still some favorable signs
for Scott. One is that his organization
claims to be getting more funds and television ads that will start later this week.
Secondly, his base is remaining firm even
as the hopes for aScottvictory are quickly
vanishing. Don Noel, the Hartford
Courant's political columnist, suspects
that Scott's "adherents are less likely... to
conclude on election eve that their favorite can't win" than Groark's supporters.
With a solid base intact and little hope for
victory, Scott remains a spoiler .His supporters back Rowland overCurry as their
second choice by a two to one margin.
Groark's backers favor Curry over
Rowland by the same ratio. If Noel's
claim is true, Tom Scott still has an important role to play in this election. As
Scott starts to catch up to Groark and
Curry closes the gap on Rowland, the
Republican candidate will have to attempt to woo the Independence voters.
Scott and Rowland's contact and dealings in these next few weeks will be
crucial.

Tohn Travolta's Newest Film Brings Him Respect:

Pulp Fiction Leaves Viewers At A Loss For Words
of gangsters and their duties and daily
troubles. The situations that the characters getinvolved in will, without a doubt,
Metro- Hartford Writers
catch you off-guard. There are instances
Kirsten: "That was trippy." This where one doesn't know whether to laugh
line adequately describes the whole of or be completely disgusted. Personally,
PulpFiction. Quentin Tarentino does not the whole thing; the situations, the diadisappoint his fans by providing a simi- logue, the sickness, the violence, and the
lar level of violence and excitement that complete randomness were completely
was carried out in his previous movies hysterical. You'll either love this movie he learns she has left his gold watch, an
(Reservoir Dogs, True Romance.) Once or completely hate it; but either way, I item which is father went through all
ends to get to him, in their apartment.
again, what really makes this movie is think that you really should see it.
His yfe risking return to the apartment_
the hysterical and inKfise* dialogue preLaura: PutjrTicTion surprised me-T"'
sented throughout the film- it is the core wasn't expecting it to be quite so funny. starts a chain of events that are completely unpredictable.
BY LAURA DUNLEAVY &
KIRSTENHOEHN

Movie Review

Quentin Tarentino, the writer, director, and supporting
actor, is a genius for dreaming up this movie in the first
place and knowing what would appeal to us as viewers.
(Why do we love the gimp ?)
of the humor. The conversational pieces
range in topics from the seductive quality of a foot massage to the relative dirtiness of a dog versus a pig. The dialogue
maintains the fast pace of the movie ensuring the audience is never bored for
the entire two hours and forty-five minutes.
Pulp Fiction has an all star cast including: Uma Thurman, Bruce Willis,
Eric Stoltz, Rosanna Arquette, Steve
Buscemi, Amanda Plummer, Tim Roth,
Harvey Keitel, John Travolta, and Samuel
Jackson.
This is truly John Travolta's comeback film - not simply because he hasn't
done a movie in a long time but because
of increased quality in his performance.
His portrayal of a heroin addict / thug is
convincing and real. We even get to
witness a few of his dance moves from
the Saturday Night Fever days when he
does "The Twist" with Uma Thurman.
Samuel Jackson keeps us laughing
throughout the movie playing a gangster experiencing a religious conversion.
This cast of characters all live up to their
names.
Describing the plot or sequence of
events without telling you too much, is
an impossible task. The situations that
occur over the two or three days that this
movie covers are surprising, random,
and some are just plain sick. Quentin
Tarentino, the writer, director, and supporting actor, is a genius for dreaming
up this movie in the first place and knowing what would appeal to us as viewers.
(Why do we love the gimp?)
The movie centers around a group

Tarentino gives a rather different view of
gangster life, presenting the viewer with
calamities like what you do when you've
just blown someone away by mistake in
the back of your car or when your bosses
wife has OD'd on your heroin. Tarentino
once again manages to mix violence and
humor in a crafty combination.
John Travolta's portrayal of Vincent
Vega, the hit man who always seems to
be in the bathroom at the wrong time,
was impressive. Although he will forever remain the dancing king, this movie
allowed us to see that he can do more
then strut.
Samuel Jackson, who plays
Travolta's partner Jules, gives an intense
performance. In the final story (there are
three) his interaction with Tim Roth
(who plays a robber) is riveting. Both
Travolta and Jackson worked well together and the arguments they would
get into were hysterical. The two of them
were like some sick comedy team - I
never thought I'd see a movie where two
people were quarreling about who
should be on brain clean up duty.
Other noteworthy performances
were those of Uma Thurman and Bruce
Willis. Thurman can't help but do a good
job as the sexy wife of Marcellus Wallace,
the drug lord, who has a little mishap
when she comes dose to overdosing by
snorting heroin.
Bruce Willis plays Butch, a character who gets on Marcellus's bad side
when he double crosses him and wins a
boxing match that he was paid to lose.
Ready to take off with his girlfriend he
must return back to his apartment when

Although, normally, I am not a fan
of Bruce Willis, Ihavetosay:Ithoughthe
did a good job in this film, although his
girlfriend was annoying. Even actors
who had very minor roles such as Harvey
Keitel or Tarentino himself added to the
movie.
Pulp Fiction won't fail to surprise

you. The viewer never knows what is
going to come next or who is going to get
away with what. The situations are so
bizarre that_you don't know how to react- you firiS" yourself laughing hysterically as three kids are blown away or
after a teenagers body is disposed of in a
junk yard. Tarentino's movie is full of
action and violence but it is his skillful
dialogue and unusual scenarios that
made this movie work. While it might
not turn out to be your favorite Tarentino
movie, I would definitely recommended
it.

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
936 Silver Lane, East Hartford, 568-8810
shows after 11PM. on weekends only
Pulp Fiction
The River Wild
Only You
Shawshank Redemption
The Little Giants
Jason's Lyrics
Wes Craven
The Specialist
Radio Land Murders
The Puppet Masters
Love Affair
I Like It Like That

1:00, 2:00, 4:00, 5:00, 7:00
8:00,9:50,11:00
1:30,3:45,7:15,9:30,11:40
1:35,4:10, 7:10,9:25,11:30
1:25,4:15,7:05,10:05
1:10, 3:20, 5:25, 7:45
10:00,12:00
1:40,4:25,7:45,10:10
1:50,4:40, 7:20,9:40,11:45
1:15,3:30, 5:30, 7:40, 9:55,12:00
1:00, 3:10,5:20,7:30, 9:45,11:55
1:05, 3:15,7:25,9:35,11:50
1:20,3:25,5:35, 7:50,10:15,12:25

CINEMA CITY
235 Brainard Road, Hartford, 549-0030
early shows on Saturdays and Sundays only
1:00,3:$5, 6:55, 9:35
Quiz Show
1:20,4:05, 7:05, 9:40
Ed Wood
1:30,4:15, 7:15, 9:45
What Happened Was
1:10,3:55r6:45,9:30
Forrest Gump
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"Recent Work' At Zion Gallery Engages And Mesmerizes
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Arts Editor
Walking cautiously, touching a box
on the verge of toppling, feeling liquid
blackbags,and flipping index cards above
a black box. No, this isn't the Boston
Museum of Science nor some virtual reality simulator. It is "Recent Work" at the
Zion Gallery, an exhibition predominantly of installation pieces and the
gallery's first exhibition of the year.
Started last year with financial assistance from the Studio Arts Department,
the Zion Gallery is student run and organized art space. Continuing its reputation of displaying the finest student work,
the current Zion show consists of the
work of six student artists.
Walking in the door, one is immediately engaged by a melange of objects
placed about the gallery. Once inside, it
becomes apparent that placement has
made this a very interactive exhibition.
Senior Steve Mikulski's "Evolution
of Form," a linear placement of successive wooden blocks on the floor, is an
engaging work a la Carl Andre. From the
peripheries of the room, one can look
down and examine the differing placements of woodenblocks. Butwalk around
the gallery, and Mikulski's work becomes
an obstacle.
During the Opening Reception last
Thursday, visitors contorted their bodies
and sidled between the blocks to move
around the gallery. Mikulski has created
an interesting work much like Andre,
who has one work that consists of squares
of lead on the floor, causing the gallery
viewer to either trip over the edges or
find herself unsuspectingly standing in
the middle of the piece.
Another piece whose meaning differs depending on point of view is "Un-

titled",byHeatherDunbar/95. Installed
- in front of the gallery's window, a person who peers in sees only an elevated
wooden box. Yet seen from inside the
gallery, the box, mounted on a'rickety
steel tripod and surrounded by satin,
pillows takes on greater meaning.
"It's about fear, desire, and sensuality," said the artist Dunbar. "You're?'
worried about touching it simply be-,
cause the box is so unstable." This instability is exacerbated by a pull-down door
on the box's side, which further threatens to topple the structure. Though
Dunbar's piece poses little actual risk of
collapsing, the very fact that it is so
unstable tenuously links it with the work
of Richard Serra and other 1970's entropy artists.
Some of the most unique work of
the exhibition is done by Raffi
Khatchadourian, '95, whose two pieces
differ greatly in impact. "Containing
the Container" explores the sense/perception dichotomy. The basis of thepiece is two black plastic bags which
contain either a water filled Snapple
bottle or water, which were then placed
in a series of wooden boxes. The viewer
is encouraged to touch both of the bags
in each box to feel if her perception is
correct. At some, it is obvious what each
bag contained, but in others the bag's
shape is altered so that it is much more
difficult to tell.
This game was made more difficult
by the placement of wooden and plastic
shields in front of one half or bothhalves
of the box. The success of this piece is
the frustration that it evokes when one
can see the bags but not touch them or
when one grabs a bag, only to realize
that it contains the other object.
Khatchadourian's untitled black
wooden box is the highlight of this exhi-

Opening Reception of "Recent Work," the Zion Gallery's
first exhibition of the year.
bition.1 Its strength comes from being
both cerebrally and intellectually rooted.
There is no one title to this piece, instead
itis up to the viewer to chose one from the
"Take" bin and place the former one in
the "Return" bin. With titles such as
"Marchof Chaos, 1994," "RockHudson,"
"Fifty Yard Line," "Something Funky,
1962," "Looking West,1932,"and
"Information Superhighway, 1996," the
titles range from traditionally accepted
labels to quite random ones.
"The whole thing talks about art and
the nature of presentation," said
Khatchadourian. This piece seems to be
an exercise in suggestibility and how titles
alter or influence people's opinions on a
piece.
The other artists's works strengthened this successful exhibition. Senior
Roberto Quevedo's "An Evolution of

PAUL SULLIVAN

Form" is the most visually complex piece.
Using string and metal he has created a
form resembling an electron cloud.
Michelle Carrier, '96, displayed "Symbols," a series of repeated drawings on
paper such as chairs, tools, pipes, razor
blades, and spatulas.
The work of Sterling Vernon, '96,
was installed in the gallery's back room.
In "Retreat and Vernon," he wrapped
fabric that he bought at a Salvation Army
around wood and painted tire tracks on
it. He says his pieces reflected "the oppression of the white Anglo-Saxon world
on the surrounding neighborhood."
This exhibition will run until November4th. Thegalleryislocatednextto
The View and is open from Tuesday to
Saturday. Trinity students should make
all efforts to fit this into their intellectually overflowing schedules.

Sally Gross And Company Explore Postmodern Movement
BYLIEZELMUNEZ
Arts Writer
Sally Gross and Company mesmerized the Trinity community with a
postmodernist movement that stems
from the Judson Dance Theater, a type of
modern dance movement that flourished
in the 1960's. According to Sally Gross,
founder of the company, the movement
"incorporates a dynamically changing
vocabulary for modern dance as it was
an experimental period not just for dancers, but also for non-dancers, artists of
the visual arts, and poets. It was a total
experience of movement and language."
Gross choreographed five contemplative pieces within this theme of total
experience, which were both mechanical
and isolated inmovement. Thefirstpiece,
entitled "Present," was a stunning engagement between text and dance, tracing Gross's experience as a young child,
then as a grade-school child in saddle
shoes, to a matured woman freed through
her experience of dance.
In the second piece, "GinromcrH

"Giacometti Falls.

Falls," Jamie DiMare, Mei Yin Ng, and
Gabriela Simon manipulated space and
form with four green rectangular boxes,
which underwent constant positional
change throughout the piece,, complementing the dancers. Additionally, the
manipulation of objects interacting with
dance held true to Gross's idea of bringing opposing forces together to create
harmony. One also had to wonder about
the title of the piece, for it may have
refered to the great contemporary artist/sculptor Giacometti, conveying
Gross's collaborative view of all forms
of art rather literally.
The third piece, entitled "Queue,"
presented a further glimpse into the link
between movement and objects. Four
chairs tilted back and supported each
other, which created a chain effect, and
mirrored the formation of the four dancers. With fixed gazes into the audience,
the four dancers strode through space
with utter confidence and fluidity.
Divided into two sections, the fourth
piece, "Middle Ground in Two Parts,"
was enlightened with an interesting

P E T K BELLAMY

"Queue."
choice of music by Yoshi Wada, who
comfortably blended the sounds of bagpipes and organ. A feeling of solemnity
emerged through the cleverly choreographed use of weight exchanges between Jamie Di Mare and Sally Gross.
Once again, the theme of an object was
used; this time, four ladders leaned
against the wall, and occasionally the
ladder was dragged across the stage.
Throughout the piece, Di Mare and Gross
moved through space effortlessly and
evocatively.
The second section, danced by Di
Mare and Simon, began without music.
It was performed in a lyrical and yet
emotional tone. Later in the piece, however, a somber and ritualistic voice echoed through the movement. The obvious theme of pulling and then letting go
could possibly have been extracted from
this piece.
The final and most intriguing piece
was the last one, "Recuerda," featuring
Gross as the performer as well as the
author of text. Snapping her fingers in
the silence of the darkness, a spotlight
narrowed in on her. Gross reflected on
her most inner thoughts "in my fifty-

TOM BRAZIL

eighth year." She had "...looked around
at the urban debris. And I knew it had
taken as long to accumulate as it had
taken as long for my joys to turn into
sorrow...and I blinked." With abrupt
and almost piercing hand and arm movement, and with her natural ability to
glide across the surface of the stage, she
was able to make her inner struggle seem
tranquil.
According to Pedro Rodriguez, Assistant Professor of the Theater and Dance
Department, Gross's work was within
the realm of postmodernism, breaking
away from the traditions of the past. Her
structuralist approach of lookingat parts
to a whole offered an examination of
relationships between objects and dancers. With this examination, Gross choreographs wonderful movement that
exudes mystery, purity, and at times an
intimidating distance from the audience.
With her simplistic and intense
minimalistic approach, her pieces manage to possess a natural property for
magnanimity. She was an artistic master
of concentration and control, who danced
in and created pieces of beautiful serenity.
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Strong Performances In Hartford Stage's Richard III
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Arts Editor

when she is no longer the most
beneficial wife for him. Thomas's
ability to make Richard HI loathDespite a twisted and con- some is one of the strongest feavoluted plot, the Hartford tures of this play.
Stage's presentation of
Richard's overarching goal
Shakespeare's Richard III is still is to outwit his fate. In the last
engaging. This is Artistic Di- Act, he says that an oracle has
rector Mark Lamos's third col- linked his death with the aplaboration with Richard Tho- pearance of a man named Richmas,
the
accomplished mond. The final scene is a battle
Shakespearean actor who for- between the two, showing how
merly played John-Boy on The close Richard came to tricking
Waltons. Lamospresentafright- fate. But Richard's machinations
eningly modern interpretation to gain and retain power come to
of this play, which was set origi- nought.
nally in Britain during the 15th
The other performances are
century "War of the Roses."
exceptionally strong. One that
Powerful individual per- resonates eerily is the appearformances invigorated this pro- ance of the deceased Queen
duction. Richard Thomas's Margaret (Joan Copeland). Enportrayal of the egomaniacal tering through the massive metal
Richard III is disconcertingly door on stage right (by which all
diabolical. He is a man who evil or death entered or exited
denies fate and resists his own throughout the play) and
mortality by murdering those shrouded in plumes of smoke,
who hinder his quest forpower. her reverberating voice sends
Richard is as sly in his droll Richard and others scampering
asides as he is vicious in his to the sides of the stage. Her role
wanton killings. He swings his as an augury is elucidated
controlled moods capriciously through several freeze-frame
to that of a bestial subhuman - soliloquies.
,
very unbecoming of a king-toAlthough most major and
be.
minor roles are aptly filled,
In one of the opening Buckingham (Peter Francis
scenes, Richard confronts Lady James), Richard's opposite
Anne (Orlagh Cassidy) and asks throughout, seems wrongly cast.
her to marry him, disrespect- His accent is inconsistent and
ing Henry VI's corpse over his stage presence does not suit a
which Anne had been lament- Shakespearean production. He
ing. She initially spurns him, has good moments, but reaccusing him rightly of having minded me more of a polished
murdered the king. This used car salesman, posing to fool
prompts Richard to lament his an unsuspecting customer. Hislove for her, an act that is at trionic and nonchalant, he disonce powerful, engaging, and engaged me during some very
physically repulsive. Theirony pivotal moments.
is that after he convinces Atvne
Acting aside, one cannot
to marry him, he has her killed watch this production without
" '

T. CHARLES ERICSSON
Richard HI (RichaMThomas) seduces Lady Anne (Orlagh Cassidy) over the
body of her dead father-in-law, King Henry VI (Robert Dolan).
Color seems more important
being curious about the set de- sion to the triumphant Richto costume designer Christine
sign and the costume choice. The mond.
play of light and shadows off of
Concomitant with the in- Hoffman than form. Hues vary,
the rusted metal backdrop is vi- dustrial set (which Jones says but most of the costumes are
sually stimulating. It is most is inspired by a Nine Inch Nails monochromatically dark. The
pronounced between select CD cover) is the melange of green in the outfits of Richard
scenes when strobe lights costumes. If these costumes and Buckingham stands out
bounced off the back wall, vir- could be set to music, they markedly, perhaps symbolizing
tually stunning the audience.
would sound like the ca- their jealousy. Red is the only
bright color. It links the death of
Set designer Christine Jones cophony of a carillon.
Richard is clothed in a Henry VI, when Anne wore it,
wrote, "The cold, hard and impenetrable nature of metal re- green one-piece vinyl kilt com- with Richard's ascension to the
flects the quality of ambition plete with rubber encasement throne, when it was the color of
found in nearly all of the charac- for his deformed hand. The his cape.
On the whole, Richard III is a
tersini?ic/wrrfJJJ. Thereissome- two murderers are clad in
thing spoiled or decayed about butchers aprons while many visually appealing play that comothers resemble World War II bines some truly impressive inthese people."
dividual performances.
At the end, the lights shine flyers.
It will be at the Hartford
so that the shadows of the dagAs for the women, their
gers, which protrude from the garb is of the more classical Stageuntil October 29. Half-price
wall, hang straight down, per- design - long, dark dresses of- rush tickets are available to stu~
dents with their Trinity ID.
haps symbolizing evil's submis- ten with a headpiece.

Universal Mother Sharp Departure For 6 Connor
JL

JL

women could make politics irrelevant ... I think it is women
who are going to have to break
the spiral of power and find the
trick to cooperation."
The next song, "Fire on
Babylon," begins sharply before
the woman's last words fade out.
"Fire" has a powerful sound that
mesmerizes the listener. It is the
birth, theburning of a city which
allows a fresh start.
The realization of her love
for Jake follows, culminating
with her son singing "Am I Human?/' where the sound of his
young voice catches listeners off
guard.
6 Connor has brought great
variety to this CD.
Covering Nirvana's "All
Apologies," her soft voice makes
it eerily different. This is clearly
prompted by Cobain's recent
suicide, but one wonders: is this
done in memory or from a feelThe res, ue will usr \ arums
The Mi i sic Department's
ing that the "universal mother"
songs
tu
foLU-«
on
tlif*
liicme*
vt
Annual Musical 1 heater Kehas failed?
vue, coming to the Goodw in wrict). sports, male and female
"In This Heart" is more like
Theater in Austin Arts Octo- relationships and Ihe family.
a
gospel
song than Sinead's
Song'aic
taken
from
ovei
ber 27th through October 30th,
takes a departure from Ihe rw enly show. % such as Wt'stSid' usual sound. With the accomStont, Dawn \aukcc>, CamiiJe, paniment of Voice Squad, it is
show s ut previous ) cars.
reminiscent of Paul Simon's
Traditionally, music in the and Into the Woods, and are
Black Mambazo on his Graceland
revxii? has been niganiVcd by worked into th«? revue by naCD. Although the contrast is
virtue of their .show of origin. ture of then ttvrnt"*
not as distinct as Simon's, it
Piotes^or Gerald Moshell
This year's show lias beer, deworks well for her. scribed as being offbeat, not dirtvts the performamv thi*
The only song which I diswar,
w
hose
cast
is
composed
of
only because of the new way
liked, actually, took offense to,
of catcgori/.ing the music fourteen students ranginj;from
was "Famine." It is very experithrough theme instead nf the freshmen to seniors. Iiiha
r
mental
in that it covers The
Strong,
a
I
"94
graduate
of
J
rjn
show from v» hii'h it onguu: ted,
Beatles' "Eleanor Rigby" in a
but also because of the de\ i- lty, and Amy Kunen, '95, are
rap form with interspersed
ance from the traditional per- tin* choreographers oi the pervoice-overs. This, however, is
spective on the chosen themes\_ formance.

BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Arts Editor

mind with its rhythms - the
tendency is to play it loudly. The
latter post script is perhaps a
There is a small cadre of tacit admission that Universal
CDs that one can listen to Mother is a twentieth-century
straight through, without skip- epic; music that is read while
ping over songs or learning in- being heard.
dividual song titles. Sinead O
Sinead has attempted someConnor's new CD, Universal thing very different. This is an
Mother, is such a CD. In fact, she eclectic CD, one in which she
requests that the listener do ex- explores her vocal ranges that
actly that.
may not please every listener.
"P.S. In my experience, this Her old admirers may be a little
album can be best appreciated surprised at first, but by the secwhen listened to on head- ond playing one appreciates the
phones. P.P.S. Also, it should magnitude of her endeavor.
be listened to in sequence as an
"Germane" is the first track,
album, rather than as single but it serves more as a preface to
tracks."
the CD which was inspired by
She writes the first post her young son Jake. The track is
script knowing that the strength an old woman ruminating, not
of this CD is its ability to fill the Sinead, who states, "I do think

Musical Theater Previewed
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The mother of the universe, Sinead 6 Connor. «H«TESYEMI RECORDS
not what I disliked.
Her use of dubious facts
aboutthe root of Ireland's problems, most particularly her spin
on the causes of the 1845-50
potato famine, is overtly nationalistic, disregarding the historical context. Some may rally
behind its Anglo-phobic tone,
but its timing is poor because
of the legitimate chance for
peace in Northern Ireland.
"Thank You For Hearing
Me" is the very melodic ending, serving as excellent closure. It is lyrically basic, like
most of Universal Mother, but as ithas been throughout-very
powerful in its simplicity.
The refinement of Sinead

6 Connor's latest endeavor is
clear. She has enlisted Ireland's
greatest musicians in recording
this CD. Foremost among them
is the pianist Phil Coulter, the
song writer for such artists as U2,
Dire Straits, The Dubliners, and
Chris DeBurgh. Coulter's musical mastery was an asset and a
strength to Universal Mother.
Sinead 6 Connor has challenged herself in producing this
CD. In turn, it challenges the
listener to be patient and trust
that the songs will coalesce. If the
listener perseveres, they will be
rewarded, and Universal Mother
will entertain and enlighten them
with its message: be mindful of
others.
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Trinity Students Have Mastered The Art Of Procrastination...

Whafs The Use, Or Misuse, Of 'Reading Week?'
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Features 'Writer

A week ago I was lucky enough to
experiencemyftrstReadingWeekat Trinity College. This week I experienced the
post-Reading Week stress that everyone
goes through after realizing they did not

ing in the library or their rooms you say?
No, the majority of people left campus
for one of the more exciting op tions mentioned above. The campus, in fact, becomes an ideal place to do work, because
there is absolutely nothing else to do,
and no one to talk to.
To find out the truth about staying

Broadcast and Tetris become so boring by the end of the
week, that -people no longer allow it to take precedence
over their work.
finish, or in some cases even start, all
they intended to over the open period.
heading Week begins with everyone makingpromises to themselves about
all of the workthat they are going to catch
up on, and even get ahead on. As the
days pass, however, things begin to come
up. Suddenly car trips to the mountains
or New York and Boston become appealingandpossible. Visting friends atneighboring schools becomes a real possibility.
As I walked around campus midweek, I discovered it was unusually quiet
and empty. Was everyone busy study-

here over Reading Week, I talked to a few
people who made that mistake. "Next
reading week I am going somewhere! It
was so boring," seemed to be the major
response.
Others, however, who did find an
alternative to remaining here and doing
work, found themselves finishing papers, labs, and projects Sunday night.
Many worked hard into the week as
well, to prepare for midterms that they
did not get a chance to study for the
previous week. As a result, dorms were
still hopping at three in the morning, and
attendance at breakfast declined severely.

Professors, in an attempt to prevent
students from taking Reading Week as a
vacation, load up the projects, papers,
and reading assigned. Although this
does instill panic in some students who
cut their trips short to come back and
work, most simply add them to the list of
things to do on Sunday night and the rest
of the week that follows.
By giving these extra assignments,
professors are defeating the purpose of
Reading Week as a time to catch up or to
get ahead on long term projects.
It is interesting to see the different
ways students organize their time. Amaz-

Why does the school continue to
have this weekif studentsdon'tuseit? In
truth, reading week does serve its purpose. It provides an important break in
the semester that allows people to catch
up on the things they have been getting
behind in, like sleep, for example.
In addition, friends that get pushed
aside during the busy days of a normal
week can spend time together and enjoy
life without the panic and stress. The
students that leave campus lose that
trapped feeling that comes from living in
one place and not leaving it for two
months.

The campus/in fact, becomes an ideal place to do work,
because there is absolutely nothing else to do, and no one
to talk to.
ingly enough, almost all the work that is
meant to get done does. Whether it be
the one or two days of studying that
actually were used during the week, or
the all nighter pulled at the last minute,everything gets completed and handed
in. Trinity students have the art of procrastination down perfectly.

Broadcast and Tetris become so boring by the end of the week; that people no
longer allow it to take precedence over
their work. Most importantly, it allows
us all to relax. So, when we all come
back, we are refreshed and ready to take
on our classes and work load once again
(or so we think.)

ALONG THE LONG W A L K
This Week's Amazing Question Is...

Where is the best place on campus to
hook up?

,

Soraia Williams '97
"in any man's
bathroom."

R\el Kestenbaum '95
"Anyvx here that's nol £
fraternity basement."

j

Paul Sullivan'95
"My thesis carrel."

H:
Loren Berry '97
'In the chapel bell
tower."

Bipin Kavindran '9b
Kate Dranchak '9b
"Clement Chemistry
Building."

Jeff Foye '97
"Right here."
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Taking The Plunge—Discussing It13,000 Feet Later
BYRYELKESTENBAUM
Features Writer

•

must be weighed before coming
to a decision.
One of the most important
decisions has to do with regret.
You have to ask yourself if you
are going to regret something
more having done it or not having done it.
For example, if you are
thinking about getting asking
someone out on a date, but decide against it, you have to be
willing to accept the very real
possibility of regretting it down
the road, when the chance is
gone and you have no hope of
realizing that chance again.
On the other side of the coin,
you have to ask youself if are
you going to regret it more if
you do in fact, ask the person
out, and they laugh in your face
at the prospect of actually going

utes later, after donning on the
jumpsuit, gloves> harness, and
that dumb looking hat, we are
"In several hours, I am gorolling down the runway in a
ing to jump out of an airplane
twin-engine Porter. At this point,
with my life strapped to my
the creature they call nervousback." How crazy d o these
ness has slowly but methodiwords sound? Pretty stupid, yet
cally crawled up my leg, gainvery real, as they were the acing purchase on the fear bait I
tual words I used the same
am giving it, and has at last
morning of my first skydive reached my brain.
the same morning I decided that
The tension is building up
if you can't plummet 120 miles
by the second, and upon reachper hour towards the planet
ing our altitude, it is so thick
Earth, then life just isn't worth
that you could scarcely see the
living.
other people in the aircraft. The
It is my personal philosodoor slides open, as the other
phy that if there is something
skydivers get ready to jump.
out there that can scare the livThey assume the position on the
ing stool out of you, and that
wing, strut on the side of the
you have nothing to lose, except
plane, and suddenly, they are
your life of course (but hey,
gone, just like that. There one
we're all going to die someday
minute, gone the next.
My instructor and I start to
edge
towards the front of the
The last thing I hear is "Three, Two, ONE!"
plane, which is parallel to the
door. He hooks his harness onto
and we're suddenly testing to see if that
mine, as this is to be a tandem
gravity theory really works. At first, I have
jump.
We poke our heads out and
no idea where I am, and nothing is clear. Then
look down, and it is at this molam looking down at tiny houses, toy cars
ment that a terrific fear grips my
every nerve, as it dawns on me
and trees...
that I am actually going to drop
like a slick rock towards the hard
anyway), then just do it.
out with you.
ground way down below. By
I also figure that some
For me, I don't want to have throwing myself out of a perthings are just plain idiotic, but any regrets, and if I am seconds fectly good airplane, I am going
that is besides the point. This away from achieving probably against every human survival
philosophy has remained with the greatest thrill of my life, and instinct.
me throughout my life, accom- if I chicken out, I don't think
"Are you ready to
panying me on my first solo there is any way that I could live skydive?!" yells the instructor
flight in a Cessna 152, my open with the regret of not taking the into my ear. Inervously respond
water Scuba examination, and leap.
with a timid yes and we step out
sure enough, 13,000 feet in the
So, the time is 10:00 am, and onto the strut.
air as I was mentally preparing the clock is ticking down to takeBy now, I have accep ted the
myself to leap out into thin air. off time. Tick, tock, tick- "Yo, fact that this isn't adream, and
When one is faced with the you ready man?? You're up, lef s the last thing I hear is "Three,
option to do something other go!"
Two, ONE!" and suddenly we
than the norm, several things
Okay, this is it. Ten min- are testing to see if that gravity

The following is a letter sent to the editor.
It is In response to ourTopTen list printed October
4* 1994 in the Features Section o£ The Tripod titled
"Top 1O Statements overheard in the Qiaiet Dorm."
October 14, 1994
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Funston Dormitory, I would like to
thank you for the recognition and advertising you
provided for the Funston Knitting Society.
However, I would like to point out to you that you
listed thewrong time for our weekly meeting. In your
newspaper, you mentioned that our prestigious society
met at 9:00, when in fact our meeting time is at 8:00.
You see, we at Funston try to go to bed by 9:00; unless
of course, there isa Michael Bolton special on television.
As a token of our appreciation, we invite you to stop by
our knitting headquarters and select one of our fine
handiworks.
Again, thank you for the recognition that you have
given us.
Sincerely,
The Knitting Society President
P.S. What's a Trojan?

theory really works. At first, I
have no idea where I am, and
nothing seemsclear.Thenlwas
looking down at tiny houses,
toy cars and trees, and the
ground is rushing up all.too
quickly.

couple of feet. As I stand up, the
feeling of euphoria hits me and
just like a good high, the smile
won't leave my face. The mental return to earth is a lot slower
than the physical return.
The debriefing comes next,

As I stand up, the feeling of euphoria hits me
and just like a good high, the smile won't
leave my face. The mental return to earth is a
lot slower than the physical return.
My brain is receiving an
overload of input from my
senses, so none of my muscles
work- it is a very peculiar feeling. The only comment that I
can give on a free-fall is that
there is truly no feeling like it.
There is nothing else that you
could possibly do that could remotely duplicate the utter thrill
of falling through the air at a
speed that would getyou at least
a good couple of weeks in jail if
you were driving an automobile.
Sixty seconds later, the instructor opens the chute. The
rush of the wind dissipates, the
harness makes me appreciate the
fact that I had nothing sharp in
my pockets, and all is quiet and
serene.
As we make circles, I take
in the breathtaking view and
appreciate the peacefulness of
our surroundings. We spot the
landing zone below us, line up
for our chosen touchdown spot,
and very rapidly the ground
rushes up to greet us.
With a thump, we gently
slide into the grass, almost as if
we had fallen no more than a

and it is at this point in which I
receive a T-Shirt, a bumper
sticker, a logbook, and a hearty
"welcome-to-the-club" handshake from my instructor. And
just like that, it's over.
I walk over to my car, back
up, and drive away, but I drive
away with one thing that I didn't
have when I came - a feeling of
pure satisfaction, a feeling that
no matter how bad things get, I
will always have with me the
experience of what most people
quote as an unreachable goal: a
totally natural high.
For those of you who are
interested in experiencing the
thrill of skydiving, there are several schools in the area that offer
everything from a one-time tandem jump to a full-fledged training program.
The school that I attended
is called Connecticut Parachutists, and they are located at
Ellington Airport in Ellington,
CT. Thenumber is 871-0021. The
price of a tandem jump is $175,
and they only take cash, so be
prepared, but as far as I am concerned, you can't put a price on
such an amazing experience.

TRINITY HILLEL CORDIALLY
INVITES YOU TO A TALK ON:

"THE J E W S IN
EASTERN EUROPE
TODAY"
BY: KONSTANTY GEBERT
JOURNALIST, AUTHOR,
POLITICALCOLUMNIST,
GAZETA WYBORCZA, POLAND
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2 6
4:pO-6:OOP.M.
RITTENBERG LOUNGE,
MATHER HALL, TRINITY
COLLEGE
RECEPTION FOLLOWS
Konstanty Gebert is one of Poland's top journalists
and political columnists as well as an active Jewish
community leader. He has played a prominent role
in the recent revitalization of the Polish Jewish
community. During martial law, he edited one of
Poland's most important underground newspapers
and has published several books on Polish political
affairs. For the past few years, Mr. Gebert has
covered the Bosnian war and has been a frequent
guest on "Mghtline" and other television programs.
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Mather Maladies:
Around Trinity has noticed that
with continual "improvements" to
our campus center, the building
keeps getting uglier and uglier. Of
particular note this week are the new
garbage cans affixed to the walls,
much in the fashion of laundry
chutes.
Also noteworthy are the new
floral print couches. The school's
interior decorators should be commended for their attempt at 50's revisionism.
Around Trinity would like to
point out that it is difficult to enter a
building that does not have door
handles. Apparentlythehigherpowers that be decided it would be a
good idea to close the south doors to
Mather full time.

AIDS?
An RA called the Student Life
Resource Center (SLRC) this week
to request a means of obtaining free
condoms for a dorm event about
AIDS Awareness Week. The student who picked up the phone in
SLRC said, "Oh, you should talk to
LizzPIatt. She'sintothatAIDSstuff."

Gender Bender
Uh-oh, it's back. EROS has been
resurrected this year and is going to
have its Gender Bender party this
weekend. Cross dress. Go to the
party. Nuffsaid.

Bagel Bonus
There is now a PC bagel cutter
in the dining hall. Now there's student empowerment!

Classifieds
TRAVEL FREE TO CANCUN,
NASSAU, JAMAICA, & SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. SPRING BREAK WITH
SUN BOUND VACATIONS. ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP OF 15 AS A
COLLEGE REP. CALL 1-800-4-SUNBOUND FOR DETAILS.
• • -SPRING BREAK 95» • •

America's #1 Spring, Break Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona &
Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE!
Earn highest commisions! (800) 32TRAVEL
EXTRA INCOME FOR '94
Earn $500- $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details-RUSH $1.00 with
SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite.307
Dover, DE 19901
WANTED!! AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING SPRING BREAK
COMPANY SEEKING INDIVIDUALS
TOPROMOTE SPRTNGBREAKTO JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
FLORIDA, PADRE, BARBADOS.
FANTASTIC FREE TRAVEL/
COMMISIONS! SUNSPLASHTOURS
1-800-426-7710.
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Lectures:

Theatre:

Physical Education Class:

The International Studies
Program presents a lecture by
Dr. Philip Brenner, Prof, of International Studies and American studies, Sandra Levinson,
Director of Center for Cuban
Studies,
and
Andrew
Zimbalist, Prof, of Economics
at Smith College. The lecture
is called "Just When You
Thought the Cold War Was
Over: U.S. Cuban Relations in
the 1990V and will be held
Thursday October 27th at 7:00
P.M. in the Washington Room.

The Musical Theatre Revue
is running from October 27th
through the 30th, at 8 P.M.. in
the Goodwin Theatre. Austin
Arts presents this annual musical revue directed by Professor Gerald Moshell and choreographed by Julia Strong '94.
The show will feature songs
and scenes dealing with vie ws
of society, sports, male and female relationships, and the
family.

Physical Education classes
for the 2nd quarter will hold
registration from October 24th
through the 28th. Permission
from the instructor teaching
the class is necessary. Schedules and offices can be found
in Ferris Athletic Center.

The Women's Center presents a lecture to celebrate the
twenty-fifth anniversary of co
education at Trinity. Trinity
College Professor of English,
Barbara Benedict, will present
a lecture called "Women and
Reading in the 18th century,"
which will take place in the
Reese Room of the Smith
House at 12:15 P.M..
Volunteers:
Global Volunteers is an organization which places students in volunteer positions
over school breaks. These opportunities are self - supporting and the organization is nonprofit. All costs are tax deductible and discounts for
groups are available. Students
will work in teams, which will
be led by a trained team leader.
Opportunities range from
working on a water system in
Costa Rica in December to
teaching English at Tvar University in Tver, Russia.
For further information call
1-800-487-1074.

Poetry Reading:

The Poetry Circuit presents
Mark Doty who will read his
poetry on Wednesday November 2nd at 4:00 P.M. in the Faculty Club. Mark Dory's work,
My Alexandria won the National Book Critics Circle
Award, the Los Angeles Times
Book Award and was a finalist
for the National Book Award.

Chapel Happenings:
Tuesday-Thursday
5:oo p.m. Evening Worship
Wednesday 5:30 p.m. Carillon Guild
Friday 7:30 p.m.
Pipscreams, a concert of
Halloween music, children and costumes welcome.
Sundayl:00 p.m.
Holy Eucharist The reverend Nancy Charles, chaplain.
5:00 p.m. Roman Catholic
Mass The Reverend
Raymond Smialowski
Monday 5:00p.m. Evening
Worship,

French Majors:

Attention French majors:
the French language proficiency exam will be given
Thursday, November 10th
starting at4:00 P.M. in Seabury
16. All students who plan to
take the exam must register
with the secretary of Modern
Languages, Mrs. Shorey, in
Seabury 23, and pick up essay
questions a week in advance.
All French majors, plan A or B
must take the exam.
Ethics Essay Contest:
The 1995 Elie Wiesel Prize
in Ethics Contest, with awards
totaling $10,000 is open to junior and senior students. The
deadline for submissions is
January 13th, 1995. This year's
theme is "Creating an Ethical
Society: Personal Responsibility and the Common Good."
Entries should be sent to: The
Elie Wiesel Foundation for
Humanity
1177 Avenue of the Americas, 36th floor
New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 221-1100
For further information
contact the Dean of Faculty,
Jill Reich.

Send Your
Announcements
to theTripod!
Box 702582

Cinestudio
Widow's Peak:

Wed -Sat 7:30

(Britain, 1994) Director John Irvin, Screen play by Hugh Leonard. Cast Joan Playwright, Mia Farrow, Natasha
Richardson, and Adrian Dunbar. The genteel matriarch of Enchanted April, Joan Playwright, once again presides over a
group of women, this time in the idyllic Irish countryside. However, in spite of their silver-tongued civility, this community
of widows is up to its neck in power struggles. A delightful Celtic comedy.

Red Rock West:

Fri-Sat 9:50

(1994) Directed by John Dahl. Screenplay by John and Rick Dahl. Cast Nicholas Cage, Lara Flynn Boyle, Dennis Hopper,
and J.T. Walsh. Virtually ignored by the big theater chains, Red Rock West has been a big hit with audiences at independent
movie theaters across the country. Nicholas Cage stars as a naive Texan who shows up for an oil rig job in Wyoming, only
to be mistaken for a rhinestone studded hit man (Dennis Hopper), and is offered $5000 to kill the beautiful wife of a local
sheriff. Dead- on film noir atmosphere with numerous plot twists.

Mi Vida Loca (My Crazy Life)

Sun-Tues. 7:30

(1994) Written and directed by Allyson Anders. Cast: Magali Alvarado, Angel Aviles, Jessie Borrego. The second film
by Allyson Anders is an authentic and poetic trip into the lives of girls in the gang culture Echo Park, Los Angeles. Without
glamorizing the violence that is part of their day- to- day lives, it gives a picture of young women whose dreams and hopes
remain intact in what amounts to a war zone. A fascinating mosaic a fascinating of characters who constantly cross paths
in unexpected ways: Mousie and Sad Girl are childhood friends whose loyalty to each other wavers when they both have a
child by Ernesto, a boyishly appealing drug dealer.
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Greg "Tex" Schramm's two week highlight film...

Bantams Football: TwoWeeks In Review

BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer
>

narrowed the gap to 14-10 at the swered for a team that had such
half.
high hopes at the beginning of
In the second half, Maurer the season.
On October 8, the Bantams added to a sensational day of
Like any great team, the
did me unthinkable. In another rushing (14 carries for 118 yards), Bantams answered adversity
dramatic game, Hamilton scoring on a 29 yard run behind witha convincing35-21 win over
stunned Trinity22-21 in Clinton, superb blocking from Tiger Tufts. The first half was for the
NY, the Bantams second straight Reardon '96 and John Dugan '96 most part a defensive struggle,
loss. Entering the season, the and Vin Mase '95. Hamilton with both teams scoring one
team knew the first three games answered back through the air touchdown each. Trinity struck
of the season would be their as Continental quarterback Dan first, when Mikulski flipped a
toughest, with Williams and DeBlois threw 2 second half short pass to McDavitt, who
Hamilton on the road, but no touchdown passes to Rob Hatch. turned the short gain into a
one expected them to lose both DeBlois exploited the Bantam touchdown eludingfourwouldgames.
secondary with 330 yards pass- betacklers. Impressive throughThe Bantams looked as if ing. DeBlois last touchdown out the game was the much
they were going to annihilate pass was the game winner with maligned Bantam secondary.
Hamilton by the end of first half. only 59 seconds left in the game. The Bantam defensive backfield
On Trinity's first possession of
Entering the October 15 held the Jumbo quarterback
the game, Scott Maurer '96 on a game against the Tufts Jumbos, Greg Peters to just 100 yards
17yardrun. The Bantams added the Bantams had their backs passing.
to their lead late in the first quar- against the wall. Trinity had not
A major contributor to the
ter when Steve Mikulski '95 con- started a season 1-2 since 1978, Bantam effort was freshman
nected with Tom McDavitt '95 and had yet to capture that 150th cornerback, Craig Borsari.
for a 67 yard touchdown recep-; victory for coach Don Miller.
Borsari won the spot during the
tion. McDavitt handled the exThe team was in a situation week when Coach Miller detra point chores for the game, they had never experienced, as cided to makeachange. Borsari,
and connected on all three of his the members of the team have along with Brian Callahan '95,
kicks. Meanwhile, linebacker never experienced a losing and Greg "Tex" Schramm '95
Ryan Hankard '96 had an in- record in a Trinity uniform. The played excellent games in lead-*
credible day finishing with 18 defense, after only allowing 10 ing the Bantam defense.
tackles.
points a game last season, was Schramm's effort earned himBut, the Bantams failed to giving up 20 points a game this self NESCAC tri-defensive
put the Continentals away, year. One reason is that oppos- player of the week for his 14
squandering three scoring ing quarterbacks have been av- tackle, one interception perforopportunites. Two times eraging 241.3 passing yards a mance.
Hamilton turned the ball over game. Adding to the chaos was
After a mediorce first half,
in Continental territory, but the the fact that the second leading Trinity pulled away from the
Bantams still could not convert. tackier on the team from a year Jumbos for good in the third
The Bantams also could not con- ago,MartyTighe'95,isnolonger quarter, scoring two touchvert on a 4th and goal from on the team. As the team pre- downs on their first three offenHamilton's 1 yard line in the pared for Tufts, there were many sive possessions. Julian Craig
first half. As a result, Hamilton questions that remained to an- '95 broke the 7-7 tie, culminat-

Freshmen See Playing Time
continued from page 18
ond half, all played admirably ings on the possibility of havBowdoin was 8-3 entering the in shutting down the Bowdoin ing a losing record, Sheppard,
game and has some of the fast- wings, who coach Sheppard the consummate friend/coach,
est wings in the league, so we dubbed "the* fastest in the worried more about the playdefinitely picked it up a notch league."
ers, particularly the seniors,
and proved we could play at
If s hard to understandhow thanaboutanyrecords. "Iwant
another level."
this team can be 6-6 overall. my teams to have the best.
Trinity's defense frus- Talent wise, this team is as good What's truly awkward for me
trated Bowdoin all game long, as any other in the league, but, it is I can't understand how this
as they never could get into just hasn't translated on the team can't qualify for post-seatheir game plan. Trinity Scoreboard and in the record son play. I think we still have a
switched defenses from an ex- books. Coach Sheppard noted, shot at it and in my heart, I
tra midfielder to an extra de- "I heard a football coach once know this team can do it."
fender with a sweeper. Jenny say, 'To evaluate your perforTrinity will have to give it
Dakin '97 played the sweeper mancein defeatgivesyou a good their best shot of the season, as
back position and kept the po- indication of when that next vic- they finish off the year at Divitent Polar Bear offense outside tory is coming.' Watching this sion II Keene State on Thursthe circle. Seniot co-captain team in the last few games tells day the 25 th, and at home
Kate Carty, Heather Morgan me we are on the verge of break- . against Middlebury, ranked
'96, and AH BKcharz '97, who ing through."
sixth in the nation; on Saturday
came off the bench in the secWhen asked about her feel- the 29th.

Do You
Money?
Work for The TripodBusiness Staff.
We need help with our AD staff.
Like to gather lots of $$?
Just give us a call,
x2584

ing a six play 48-yard drive with
a 4 yard touchdown run.
Mikulski teamed up again with
McDavitt for a 38 yard TD reception. McDavitt made an excellent play, catching a 5 yard
"out," faking out his defender
and streaking down the sideline
for the score. McDavitt continues to show why he is the best
receiver in the NESCAC. For the
day, McDavitt hauled in 7
catches for 146 yards adding to
a fine career of driving Jumbo
defensive backs crazy. Two
years ago, the fleet-footed receiver scored both touchdowns
(receptions of 64 and 38 yards)
in 14-0 victory. Last year,
McDavitt tied a school record
by catching 15 passes for 204
yards and two touchdowns in a
55-30 win over the
Jumbos.
On Trinity's
next possession,
the
Bantams
marched 65 yards
on 11 plays for the
score. Craigfinishedoff
the drive with his second touchdown of
the day, a three
yard run behind
solid blocking
of
J o h n
Catalogna
'95 and Josh
Newsome '95. Trinity continued their offensive assault after
Schramm picked off Peters
screen pass. Schramm returned
the interception to the Tufts 15
yard line. On the next play,
Mikulski threw a bullet to Shaun

Kirby '95 in the middle of the
end zone to increase the lead to
35-7.
Mikulski played an excellent game, completing 18 of his
28 passes for 287 yards, 3 touchdowns, and most importantly,
no interceptions. Mikulski commented how the Bantams stuck
together for the Tufts game to
overcome their recent setbacks.
The senior quarterback from
Rockville, Connecticut explained, "We came together
mentally, physically, and emotionally. I think we showed a lot
of team unity. It was a big win
for us." McDavitt summed up
the victory, "A win cures everything. We are back on track."
The win marked Don
Miller's 150th career victory as
Trinity's head coach. The win
ties Miller with
the legendary
Dan Jessee, for
whom the football
field is named for.
Miller, with 150 wins, is
also the second
winningest coach in
New England Division III history.
Only
former
Amherst coach,
J a m e s
Ostendarp has
morecareer
victories (168).
Miller's feat is a tribute to his
dedication, and excellence in
teaching Trinity student athletes. After the game, Miller's
family and friends swarmed him
with well-deserved congratulations and hugs.

Soccer Playoffs Soon
continued from page 16
character they had. Facing a
Sumergrade '97 have become Bowdoin team with a superior
more defensive minded, which bench and a healthier team in
proved to be an asset in the general, Trinity held their
Bowdoin game as Martinelli ground, and proved that they
made an amazing save on a can hang with the good teams,
what would have been a sure even when not at full strength.
goal late in theovertime. Mean- A. 2-3-3 record over their last
while, Sue Church '97 has now seven games may have set the
become more aggressive, and Bantams back slightly, but they
was responsible for numerous were still ranked ninth in New
shots on goal against Mt. England
heading
into
Holyoke. Smith has stepped Saturday's game. A win and a
up into a starter's role on the tie in the final two games at
front line as well, and has con- Wesleyan on Tuesday and
tributed a goal and an assist against Middlebury on Saturthis season.
day should be enough to allow
Saturday's game showed them to reach the post-season
the Bantams just what kind of promised land.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472

SYRACUSE

ABROAD

Something to write home about!
• At SU's Strasbourg Center
• SU credit: communications, economics, French, German, fine arts,
history, political science, humanities, philosophy, pre-architecture,
and psychology
• Courses in French or English
• Live with French hosts
• Earn a Certificate in Contemporary Europe in conjunction with
the Council of Europe
• Coursework through Universite de Strasbourg • Women's Studies

Financial assistance available
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Women's Soccer: Don't Call The Coroner Yet!

BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Writer

Sarah Menoyo
laid
crumpled on the ground, clutching her right knee, writhing in
pain on the soggy turf at
Bowdoin College Saturday afternoon. Menoyo had just arrived at a loose ball at the same
time as a Polar Bear attacker,
and when both kicked at it simultaneously, Menoyo's knee
gave and twisted -back. The
damage was a sprained ligament, and for the senior fullback that meant two things: she
was forced to leave the game
against the third ranked team in
New England, and she received
an automatic membership into
the Bantam's Black and Blue
Club.
Trinity (6-3-3) was able to
battle Bowdoin (9-2-1) to a scoreAllll Y»M*IIA
less tie, which was a definite Junior goalkeeper Sue Lally makes a spectacular diving save as Jen
moral victory for a team that has Martinelli '98 helps cover the goal.
been decimated by injuries in is listed as day-to-day, and will hurt people, we just couldn't ner kicks in a 1-1 tie against
recent
weeks:
Benagh probably miss Tuesday's game run with them for ninety min- Eastern Connecticut on October
Richardson '95 suffered a stress at Wesleyan.
17th. That day, the Bantams
utes."
fracture in her foot, and is probThe Bantam's deficiencies
Concannon agreed, "We outshot Eastern 29-5, but were
ably out for the rest of the sea- were evident against Bowdoin. did an excellent job of executing fortunate to gain a tie, as Lissa
son; Maureen Concannon '96 Trinity played extremely con- everything we wanted to do. Smith '95 scored her first career
missed the three games leading servative, keeping nine players We really frustrated them."
goal late in the second half —
up to Bowdoin with a pulled back on defense, and never reIndeed, the only forward the only time Trinity has been
quadricep muscle, arid then, ally pursued any offensive situ- for the Bantams Saturday was on the Scoreboard in the last
reinjured herself late in the sec- ations. As such, they were Guild, who still wasn't at full three games.
ond half Saturday; Alyson Guild outshot, unofficially, 30-4, but strength. Guild played the enAgainst Bowdoin, the strat•'97 missed much of last that was all part of the game tire game with a wrap on her egy enlisted by coach Maureen
Thursday's game against Mt. plan. "We were trying to frusright hamstring. Ironically, it Pine and her staff was deliberHolyoke with a pulled ham- trate them by packing it in," exwas Trinity's offense that had ate, and the tie was crucial for
string in her right leg, suffered
plained goaltender Sue Lally '96, been the cause of her injury. the Bantams to sustain any hopes
October 17th against Eastern
who pitched her third shutout Guild pulled her hamstring on of receiving a post-season berth
Connecticut; and now, Menoyo
of the season. "We had so many the second-to-last of her 19 cor- in the ECAC playoffs. A 3-0 loss

i?

to Mt Holyoke earlier in the
weekathomedealtablowtothe
Trinity squad, which was seemingly cruising toward their first
post-season since 1990.
The game against Holyoke
marked Trinity's first loss at
home this season, after starting
out 5-0-1 "neath the elms." "We
played a real bad game against
Holyoke," said Lally. "It was
important for us to come out
and not lose to Bowdoin, just to
show everyone that our last loss
was a fluke—our one bad game
of the season."
Before the recent scoring
drought had put Trinity on the
precipice of the playoffs. Guild
and Jenny Rogers '96 had provided offensive fireworks in a
three game stretch that saw the
Bantams go 2-0-1.
Guild, the team's leading
scorer, had netted both goals for
Trinity in a 1-0 win at Wheaton
on October 9th, and a 1-1 tie at
home against Clark on October
11th. Rogers then took over the
following Saturday at home
against Tufts, when she sandwiched two goals between a
Guild score, to lead the Bantams
to a 3-2 victory over the Jumbos.
For her performance, which also
included an assist to Guild in
the Clark game, Rogers was
named NESCAC player of the
week.
As for the injuries, Trinity
was forced to redesign its attack. Early season goal scorers
Jen Martinelli '98 and Jen
please turn to page 15

TRINITY HILLEL
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU
ON A TRIP THROUGH TIME
TO OLD NEW YORK
WE WILL VISIT:

SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Study Film at NYU This Spring
Each spring, we offer students of all
educational backgrounds the opportunity to
learn the fundamentals of filmmaking at the
Tisch School's renowned Department of Film.
During an intensive one semester program,
visiting students immerse themselves in the
study of film while living in the heart of
Greenwich Village, New York's legendary
center for the arts.
The program centers around a beginning
level, 16 mm production workshop in which
students complete five short black-and-white
films during the course of the semester.
For more information, return the coupon
below or call 1-800-771-4NYU, ext 816,
TTsch School of the Arts
New York University
A18
721 Broadway, 12th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10003

Please send me information on the 1995 Spring Semester in Film.
Name

"

Address
Ciiy

Alt: MarkDodd

ZipCode_

_State_
_Soo.Seo.No._

School currently attending _
NwYotHMveniij km

The Ellis Island immigration Museum
The New York City Tenement Museum
The LowerEast Side of Manhattan,
inducting the famous Jonah Schimmel's Knish
Stand and the EssexSt Pickle Emporium
Lunch at Ratnefs Deli, Delancey St

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1 9 9 4
Departing-. 730 am.
Returningfrom MY approximately: 6:00 p.m.
COST $ 15, excluding lunch but including a
complementary lecture by Professor Sam
Kassow on the Lower East Side
To Reserve your place, please call Lisa Grant,
Interim Hillel Advisor at 231 -9066 NoLaterThan
Wednesday, November 9HI

JOIN U S FOR A GREAT DAY.

Major, if known
A30
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Ryan Hankard has 19 tackles and One Interception...

Polar Bears Held to -6 Yards Rushing Senior Profile: Pat Bruno
continued from page 20

Mikulski hooked up one more
time to the NESCAC's leading
receiver,McDavitt, for a50-yard
"out and up" touchdown.
McDavitt, who finished with 21
points for the afternoon, connected on the extra point and
theJJantams were rolling, 27-0.
McDavitt commented on the
reception: "Atfirst,theplay was
supposed to be a curl but they
switched coverage. Milky made
a great read and a great throw
and I didn't even have to break
stride."
Despite the big deficit, the
Polar Bears refused to quit. Driving all the way to the Trinity
seven-yard line under the guidance of a scrambling Martinez,
the Polar Bears had yet another
chance to get on the Scoreboard.
Once again, the Trinity defense
held tough, as Eisenhauer
sacked Martinez for a loss of
twelve yards on fourth and goal
from the five-yard line.
McDavitt commented about the
goal line stand, "The defense
stepped up big time on thatpossession. We knew we were all
set after that defensive stand."
After the second goal line
stand, the Polar Bear offense
could do nothing but throw
against the Bantam defense be-

cause their running game
proved worthless. Trinity held
the Polar Bears to minus si*
yards rushing. Martinez, one of
the more elusive quarterbacks
in the NESCAC, had -58 yards
rushing and was running for his
life from the Bantam defensive
linemen (Fonte, Sean Hankard,
Golas, Lenzner) the entire afternoon.
Even when Martinez (11 for
33,105 yards) tried to throw the
ball, Trinity's defensive backs,
led by Greg Schramm '95 and
Brian Callahan '95, were excellent with their coverage and
pursuit. Fonte (who knocked
Martinez out of last year's game
with a vicious hit) commented
on the week's game plan, "We
knew we had to contain the corners against Martinez. We did
that, and with the cornerbacks
having great coverage on their
receivers, the inside rush was
able to pressure all out."
Mikulski finished his productive day completing a screen
pass to Maurer, who turned jt
into a 45-yard touchdown early
in the fourth quarter. Mikulski
completed 16 of 24 passes for
275 yards, with four touchdowns and no interceptions. It
seemed that Mikulski had all
day to throw to his receivers.

Credit goes to Trinity's offensive line: Tiger Reardon '96, Jon
Dug'an '9<j, Tim Hawke '96, Josh
Newsome/95 and VinMace '95,
for protecting the rifle-armed
quarterback arid opening holes
for the running backs Maurer,
Kirby, and Julian Craig '95.
With a 33-0 lead, Ray Jones
'97 finished off the scoring as he
returned a punt 56 yards untouched for a touchdown.
Jones's return was keyed by
strong blocks from Ryan
Hankard, Artie Kalos '96, Tony
Ruocco '96, and Mike Poremba
'97. The entire day, the Trinity
special teams dominated the
Polar Bears enabling punt and
kickoff returners to get quality
yardage.
For the day, the Bantams
accumulated 499 yards of total
offense andheld Bowdoin to ju3t
99. It was truly a special day, as'
the team finally came together
both offensively and defensively
and Coach Miller reached victorynumbet 151. Ryan Hankard
summed up his feelings about
the game and Coach Miller's
new record: "We really wanted
to win this one for Coach. Up till
now, we really didn't think
about the record. But, today it
(the record) gave us some incentive to go out and play well."

Fullback Julian Craig '95 eyes his lunch, the Tufts defender. Craig scored two
touchdowns in a 35-21 victory.

ALICE YAMADA

Birgbauer Finishes With 9-2 Singles Record
continued from page 20

The last doubles match on
court was the freshmen duo of
Abiah Folger and Amy
Bingaman. All eyes were on
them as their match could have
sent Trinity down 3-0 going
into singles competition. Luckily these two pulled out a close
win 9-7.
Insingles,thefreshmenand
sophomores stole the show.

as long baseline rallies characterized the match. With pressure rising and the game taking
so much time, play was moved
indoors due to the darkness.
Everyone moved into the
field house eagerly awaiting the
conclusion. Under pressure,
Bingaman really shined. She
prevailed 6-4, sealing the victory for the Bantams 5-4.
The victory gave the

"They have improved so much from the start
of the season." - Coach Wendy Bartlett
Number six player, Folger won
a three set match after falling in
the first set, 4-6, then pulled her
game together to win the next
two 6-2, 6-3. Katie Reifenheiser
'97 really bounced back after
being down, winning 2-6,6-1,75. Carrie Birgbauer '97, at number five, continued to impress,
winning in straightsets 7-5,6-2.
The real star of the day was
Bingaman, sealing the team victory with her win in this match.
Bingaman split the first two sets,

women a bit more confidence
going into their match against
the Tufts Jumbos.
Tufts has always been a
tough match for the Bantams,
even though both teams have
usually had comparable teams,
Tufts had always come out victorious. Trinity started off fast,
taking two oi the three doubles
matches. NelsonandChickwere
excited with their 8-5 win and
the sophomore duo of
Reifenheiser/Birgbauer also :

won 8-6. hi singles, the underclassmen prevailed again, hi
particular Birgbauer '97, sweeping her two sets to win the ma tch,
and helped close out a 6-3 victory.
Trinity rode a four game
winning streak into their match
at Smith. They started their
singles matches behind losing
two of the three doubles
matches. Smith had a strong
team and only one Bantam finish the day with a singles win.
Carrie Birgbauer disposed of her
opponent quite easily 6-1 and 62, improvingherrecord to a team
best 9-2.
Their last regular season
match at home against Mt.
Holyoke proved to be an easy
one, as they blew out their opponents 9-0.
Chick's feelings on recent
events were mixed. "Over all,
our loss to Smith was pretty
upsetfing,but we were expected
to beat Mt. Holyoke and we went
outwith a pretty bigbang. Ithas
gotten us really excited for the
Mew England Cnampioriships."

\

v
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Senior Pat Bruno, .soccer's leading scorer.
BYDONNYGOWAN1H
Spurts Wrilrr
Saturday's men's so«_eer
game against Howdoin was just
•mother day at theoffia; tor Pal
JSruno.a senior f mm Smithfield,
Rhode Island, fn the first half of
Saturday's grime, Uruno scored
two goals, suffered a concussion butting hauls with an opposing player, then proceedt?d
lo finish the game loading his
squad to a 2-1 victory.
lo say that tri-L-aptain Pal
Bruno is an important part of
the men's soccer team would
be nn understatement. Senior
tri-taptain M.ilt Warner calls
Uruno a "leader by example on
thi> field in.biithgamt.'sflndpr.ic1ticcs. Pat tomes lo play everyday." Brimo currently has 12
goals and 2 deists tor .1 te.iniIe.ading 26 points. All of this
lias come in only ten games.
Pat Hmnouiose! tiH-omr1 to
irinity over schools such as

ION LFSrCK

to really contribute to the oftense. And contribute In: has.
The team lias gone ("our u p ami
lv\ < i down sine u then, m ul us of
Saturday's victory at Umvdoin,
thoi r overall record stood at six
and six. In thesix gami's Bruno
has played at center forward,
he has stored ten goals and
two assists, highlighted by a
hat trick in a 7-2 victory over
Clark.
In the winter, Hie versatile
Bruno plays left wing and defense; for the: hockey team.
Whi le he doesn't score n s ol f pr.
in hockey as hi: does in .souer,
I'al's contributions lo the learn
arc still j^rrat. Coach Mike
Dunham gives Pat the highest
praise;,i-allinghim "a gre.it kid
that is the kind ol player that I
jus! enjoy coaching. I can only
spnakvery highly of Pa!." Up
until a hack injury that sidelined him for the last three
weeks of the 4,1-94 season,
Dunham called Bruno the "best

"I've been lucky enough to play two sports
at Trinity for my entire career... 7 enjoy
playing two sports because it give me something to do, and being an active person, I
enjoy the challenge." — Pat Bruno '95
West J'oint, Colby, Urnun.and
Yale because it W.TJ dose to
horneand he thought iluit I rinity would be the he»i opportunity lor him lo play two sports.
1 .ut kit) for'1 rinity sports Imv,
lie decided to be a I Son tarn and
Ihe rewards of this decision
have been plentiful. He. will be
.1 four-year leiterman in w>r< er
and hockey. "I've been lucky
enough to pljy two «sjiorfs at
Trinity for rny entire career,"
adds Pot. "I enjoy playing two
sporis heiMiiEie it j'ivos nte
something to do, and beinj; ;ui
active person, 1 enjoy the challenge."
firunostarted the 1994&OCrer season playing ltis usual
position, tWp center nvd field,
apiWiLunillialuffivedhiinJiLtle
offensive opportunely. After a
2 a nd 4 sta rl to the season, roach
liddieMighteii wa»looking for
someone on hih hMni to pick
up iho slack oftVnsively ! le
chope Bruno, and irttu'cd him
to center forward, a position
Uta t wo uld gi\ e 1 'a t Ih e chj no;

owrallplayoron the team. 1 To
is a great, powerful athlete
vvilhhij^li endurance and agility. We use him both on the
power play and penalty kill.
I Je just makes the ri^ht divisions when he's on the ia»."
Bruno i'-i a 1 tisLory major
who desires to be involved in
athletics in some way after he
graduates this spring from
J'rinilv. He'd like to eithe.r tryto play hockey in F.uropc or
i oac h sports at the high school
or college level. ] le is looking
forward to his senior hockey
sedbon, believing that the playoffs are j ver\ rt'alistjcgOiil for
the team this year. I lowever,
he has .some unfinished business to attend to on the. soociw
field before he can incur, on
hockey. "1 hope that we can
continue lo imprint 1 mir
1-iX.ord. WedrestyrtiiigUii-omc
to^e'.her as a leam, and ii
would be ,iiiv to end n>y sr«:rt'reareer o/i a winniiignotc."
A fitting end to a
player.
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Freshman Anna Norland leads team in scoring...

Field Hockey Rediscovers Its Game After Reading Week
BY JON MOSKOWITZ
Sports Editor

For only the second time in
Coach Robin Sheppard's illustrious 21 year history, her Trinity College field hockey team is
on the verge of finishing below
.500. The Bantams have not had
a losing season since 1975.
Reading Weekputthis team
at an all-rime low. The Bantams
spent weeks practicing moving
towards the ball and following
up on shots, yet, all the practice
never translated through to

game situations. The Bantams
had lost three of four games
going into a match against
Wesleyan. Theyhadonlyscored
three goals, in those four games,
losing to Conn. College 1-0, defeatingClark 2-1, and then dropping two more to Smith and
Tufts, 2-1 and 1-0 respectively.
The team entered this past
week with many questions. The
Bantams responded with an
overwhelming battle cry, and
showed in the end, that they
weren't going to call the season
short.

Trinity jumped all over
their Wesleyan opponents early
as Jory. Waldman '97 scored after, numerous shots in front of
the net by freshmen Robin
Zopolsky and Anna Norland.
Less than three minutes later,
Norland scored her sixth goal of
the season beating two defenders with strong stick work, and
sending a shot across the mouth
of the goal, beating goaltender
Abbie Miller.
Down 2-0 early, Wesleyan
was caught off guard and tried
to recover. The Cardinals

Monica Iacono '95 winds up to take a free hit last weekend in a matchup
against Tufts. The Bantams lost a heartbreaking 1-0 decision to the Jumbos.

AUCEYAMADA

bounced back, though;- as
Wesleyan scored on a shot from
outside the circle that deflected
off of a Bantam and into the net.

In the victory, the Bantams
had very good passing sequences, moving the ball up the
field quickly and precisely, as

"I heard a football coach once say, 'To evaluate your performance in defeat gives you a
good indication of when that next victory is
coming.' Watching this team in the last few
games tells me we are on the verge of breaking
through." - Coach Robin Sheppard
However, Trinity wasn't
done. The team was still hungry for more goals. • A minute
after the Wesleyan goal, with
24:38 left in the first half, Alexa
Raether '96 struckbackby sending a pass in from 25 yards out
Norland one-timed the pass
scoring her second goal of the
game, and giving Trinity a 3-1
lead.
Then, with five minutes left
in the first half, Trinity capped
the scoring when Ashley
Knowles '98 made a fantastic
pass that gotbehind the defense.
Senior Beth Fenwick tracked it
down and came into the circle
with the defenders trailing her,
as she scored, beating the goalie
on her stick side.
Trinity entered halftime
with a 4-1 lead, but, that was all
the scoring they needed, as they
played out the second half, finishing with an impressive 4-1
victory. The Trinity players, for
the first time in weeks, played
up to their abilities.

evidenced by numerous scoring oppor tunites in the first half.
Their consistent play was a testament to their abilities. This
team proved they had the ability and showed it against the
Cardinals. The team had only
hoped that it would continue
against a much tougher
Bowdoin.
On Friday, Trinity traveled
up to Bowdoin for a Saturday
game. Unfortunately, what was
supposed to be a relaxing drive
turned out to be quite stressful
as their bus's battery died, preventing the team from arriving
until 1:30 Saturday morning.
Was this a premonition of the
game to come?
For the record, it was, as
they dropped the game 1-0, but,
for the coach and the players,
the bus ride was the only unfortunate incident. "We played
really well against Bowdoin,"
indicated Sheppard. "We probably weren't evenly matched,
please turn to page 15

Pat Bruno Is Selected as NESCAC Co-Player Of The Week
continued from page 20

grab the lead for good. Amherst
freshman George Langendorf
found the upper right corner of
the net with a left-footed shot
from outside the box. With
twenty-one minutes left to play
in overtime, Trinity could not
tie the score, and Amherst left
with their fifth win of the season.
After the narrow loss to
Amherst, Trinity exploded, scoring thirteen goals in their next
two contests. That's two more

ing Week. The former defender,
who was switched to forward
the previous game in an attempt
to create more offense, did just
that, by scoring his first career
hat trick.
"We were having trouble
scoring goals, and we were willing to try just about anything,"
said Bruno about his move to
forward. "I'm really psyched
that the ball's going in. It takes
some pressure off our defense.
I'mno Romario from Brazil, with
dominating touch, half-volleys

Louis afterward. "We finished
all our opportunities. We absolutely stunned them."
A week ago Saturday, the
eighteenth-ranked team in Division HI in the country came to
town. Tufts University, with a
perfect 9-0 record, was taken by
surprise in the early minutes by
Trinity's aggressiveness and ball
movement
The Bantam's control did
not last long, though, as Tufts
settled down to create several
dangerous scoring opportuni-

The 'Bruno Belly flop' ..."I don't know, it's just something I saw in
England. It really gets the team going, and I think they enjoy doing
it, too. I need the grass to be wetter, though; I think I hurt my Up.
People who know soccer know goals don't come often, so you've got to
celebrate every one you get." - Pat Bruno '95
tallies than it had scored in all
seven of its preceding games
combined. Six of them came the
first Saturday of Reading Week
against the Engineers of M.I.T.
Both Bruno and midfielder
Kevin Kane '96 scored twice,
while Neil Zoltowski '96 added
another goal. Recipients of a
late M.I.T. own-goal, the Bantams enjoyed a 6-2 home victory.
Trinity then picked up its
first road victory of the year in
convincing fashion, outscoring
a strong Clark University squad
7-2. The "Bruno Bellyflop," the
post-goal celebration of the senior tri-captain, was a common
sight in Worcester, Massachusetts that Wednesday of Read-

and bicycle kicks; I'm just the
type that will work hard."
And what about that dive,
Pat? "Idon'tknow,it'sjustsomething I saw in England. It really
gets the team going, and I think
they enjoy doing it, too. I need
the grass to be wetter, though; I
think I hurt my lip. People who
know soccer know goals don't
come often, so you've got to celebrate every one you get."
Marc Salafia '97, Aucoin,
Greg Cartin '96, and Sean
McElligott '96 also scored for
Trinity, with Bruno (2), Kane,
tri-captain Matt Warner '95,
Greg Franco '95, and Frank Taylor '97 picking up assists. "[The
Clark game] was the best we
played all season," said keeper

ties. Louis was forced to make
two terrific saves to keep the
Jumbos off the Scoreboard. In
the twenty-fourth minute, the
junior goalkeeper blocked a
point-blank shot from the penalty spot. Then, with just fifteen
seconds left in the first half, a
direct kickby Jumbo Eric Anderson appeared to be heading into
the upper right corner of the
goal. Louis took a step, soared
through the air to his left, and
punched the ball over the crossbar.
But in the fifty-eighth
minute of play, Tufts' pressure
paid off. A cross from Evan
Dabby, who had just entered
the game, was headed in by
teammate Eric Miller.

Things looked ominous for
the Bantams, as Tufts had only
been scored upon twice in the
entire season. But with just under fourteenminutes left to play,
Cartin's through-ball provided
Bruno with a breakaway. Bruno
took two touches and put the
ball to the left of the onrushing
keeper for his sixth goal in eight
days.
The crowd from the justfinished women's game made
their way over to the men's field,
seemingly sensing an exciting
finish. They received just that,
as the Jumbos scored their second goal with only 1:51 remaining in regulation.- "Number 14
[Peter Maglicic] gotthebalLtook
a touch, turned, and just hit a
good shot low to my right," said
a disappointed Louis afterward.
Trinity was unable to tie the
score, and fell 2-1.
"Trinity got an equalizer
and just couldn't get a break
after that," Tufts coach
Ralph Ferrigno commented. "They're one
of the best teams we've
played all year."
Last week, Trinity,
for the second time in three
weeks, rebounded from
a tough loss with two
straight victories.
Bruno again provided
the offense, scoring four
of five Bantam goals.
Thursday, Eastern Connecticut State University fell
in Willimantic by
a 3-0 score.

Louis was busy in earning the
shutout, recording twelve saves.
Bruno scored twice, and Eastern gave Trinity an own-goal
for the other tally.
Two days later, the Bantams made the long trip to
Brunswick, Maine for a showdown with the Bowdoin College Polar Bears. They left victorious, 2-1, as both Trinity goals
were scored by Bruno. All three
goals were scored in the first six
minutes of the contest.
McElligott and Tim Chisholm
'95 provided assists, and Louis
made seven more saves.
Trinity will play its last two
games of the regular season this
week. Tomorrow afternoon they
will travel to Middletown to take
on the Cardinals of Wesleyan
University. On Saturday morning at 11:00, seniors Josh Borus
'95, Bruno, Chisholm, tri-captain Brian Gendron '95 and
Warner willplay their final regular season home game in a Trinity uniform. Middlebury College will provide the opposition.
"Our last three opponents are all ranked in New
England," said Louis. If
we get some good
bounces and go 8-6
\vrith three Top Ten
teams on our schedule, we could get in
the ECACs (Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Confe r e n c e )
post-sea>son tournament."

College View Caf e Scoreboard
Honor Roll

This Week in Trinity
Sports...
Tuesday 10/25
Women's Soccer
Field Hockey

The Sports Editors would like to give some recognition to these studentathletes for some outstanding performances in the last three weeks.

atWesleyan
at Keene State

Wednesday 10/26
Men's Soccer
at Wesleyan

3:00

Friday 10/28
Volleyball

NESCAC at Bates TBA

Saturday 10/29
Women's Soccer
Men's Soccer
Field Hockey
Football
Volleyball
Cross Country

MIDDLEBURY 11:00
MIDDLEBURY 11:00
MIDDLEBURY 12:00
MIDDLEBURY 1:30
NESCAC at Bates TBA
NESCAC at Colby 1:00

1994 ECAC NEW ENGLAND
DIVISION III FOOTBALL POLL
(Week #6 - OCTOBER 24,1994)

Rank
1.

Team

Rgjcord

Plymouth State
2.
Williams
3.
Colby
4.
Worcester State
Amherst
5.
6. Coast Guard
TRINITY
7.
8. UMass-Dartmouth
9.
Salve Regina
10. Maine Maritime

6-0
5-0
4-1
6-1
4-1
4-2

Points

223
194

144
139
126
85

3-2

82

5-2
6-1
4-2

74 '
63
57

Do you enjoy
winter sports?
Then get off of the couch
and write for the Sports
Editors, Al Carbone
or Jon Moskowitz,
at x2583.

Jenny Rogers - Women's Soccer - The junior
Alexis Colby - Cross Country - The senior I
forward scored two goals in a 3-2 win over Tufts and finished in second place to lead Trinity in the I
assisted on another in a 1-1 tie with Clark. For her Allentown Invitational and ninth place (19:03) in j
efforts, Rogers was named NESCAC Co-Player of the the Albany Invitational.
Week.
Steve Mikulski - Football - The senior quar-1
Tom McDavitt- Football - The senior split end terback completed 16 of 24 passes for 275 yards I
scored two touchdowns in a 35-21 win over Tufts and and four touchdowns and no interceptions in a 39- j
three (catches of 25,44, and 50 yards) in a 39-0 shellack- 0 victory over Bowdoin. Mikulski leads the]
ing of Bowdoin. McDavitt, who was named to the NESCAC in passing yards with 1340.
ECAC Honor Roll for his performance against Tufts,
currently leads the NESCAC in receptions (34), receivMaritza Ubides - Volleyball - The sopho-1
ing yards (690), and touchdowns (7).
more has been a consistent force for the 11-9 j
women's volleyball team, who split four games in |
Sarah Stuckey - Cross Country - The senior the recent Williams Tournament.
finished in fourth place in the Albany Invitational on
Saturday with a time of 18:34 for 3.1 miles.
Greg Schramm - Football - The senior free I
safety was named NESCAC Tri-Defensive Player I
Alyson Guild - Women's Soccer - The team of the Week for his 1 interception, 14 tackle (6 solo), I
leader in goals with seven, Guild scored one and had one pass breakup performance against Tufts. I
one assist in a 3-2 victory over Tufts. The sophomore Schramm leads the team with four interceptions. I
| forward scored the lone goal in a 1-1 tie with Clark.
Anna Norland - Field Hockey - The fresh-1
Carrie Birgbauer - Tennis - The sophomore man forward scored two first half goals in a 4-11
finished the regular season with an overall match victory over Wesleyan.
record of 9-2, best on the team. Birgbauer teamed with
fellow sophomore Katie Reifenheiser to earn a 6-5
doubles record.
P.J. Louis - Men's Soccer - Posted a 3-01
shutout againstEasternConhecticutwith 12 saves, j
Ryan Hankard - Football - The junior linebacker The junior goalkeeper had seven saves in a 2-11
leads the team with just over 80 tackles and is second victory over Bowdoin.
on the team in interceptions with 3.

Statistics Mania
Senior co-captain Pat Bruno has been on a tear the last few weeks. Bruno,
a center midfielder on the soccer team for the last 3.5 seasons/has switched
positions to forward. It wasn't until this move, that Bruno went on his
phenomenal scoring streak.
Bruno, over the past six games, has scored 10 goals and 2 assists for a total
of 22 points. Projected over an entire season, assuming he remained healthy
and played in every game, Bruno would finish the season with 25 goals and
5 assists for a total of 55 points. This would give him the record for most goals
in a season, but, wouldn't give him the record for most points.
The current record holder in botn categories is Alex Guild '61, father to
women's soccer star Alyson Guild '97. Guild had 60 points twice in the 1959
and 1960 seasons, while scoring a school record 22 goals in 1959.
However, Bruno's totals don't include playoff games, nor do the editors
have any idea how many games Guild played in 1959 and 1960 (Bruno's
statistics are based on a 15 game schedule). Also note, Guild was a member
of the US Olympic Soccer team, so Bruno, see you in Atlanta!

College 19ieto Cafe
Halloween At The
College View Cafe
Monday, Oct 31st
Costume Contest
9pm-lam
$100 first prize
$50 second prize
$25 3rd prize,
$20 gift certificate
Tuesday is $3.50* pitcher night.

*=Mii'sBest.|

The Sports Editors would like to conjgratulate senior Pat Bruno for being
named College View/Trinity Tripod
Athlete of the Week. Bruno, a center-J
j midfielder on the men's soccer team, has j
I been on fire. Bruno has scored 10 goals in {
Ihis last six games, including a hat trick!
against Clark and a pair of trio of two
goal performances against M.I.T., East| ern Connecticut, and Bowdoin.
Although The College View Cafej
I welcomes all award winners, N.C. A. A.
rules prohibit student-athletes from re-1
ceiving free food or drink.
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Don Miller wins number 151 - surpasses Dan lessee.

Bantams Put Polar Bear Offense Into Hibernation
BYALCARBONE
Sports Editor

Mikulski got the Bantams rolling, engineering a 13 play, 94 ••
yard scoring drive. Co-captain
Shaun Kirby '95 finished the
drive with a hard-nosed 26-yard
touchdown run.
Fonte summed up the goal
line stand as a momentum

builder, "It was the first time all
year we were put in that kind of
situation. We (the defense) knew
if we stopped them, it would
really take the wind out of their
sails." Indeed it did, as the Bantams hit pay dirt again as
Mikulski found split end Tom

McDavitt'95 fora 25-yard touchdown. McDavitt, who was coming off a stellar two touchdown
performance against Tufts, continued his brilliant pass-catching performances with seven
receptions for 164 yards and
three touchdowns.

Coach Don Miller doesn't
have a field named after him.
Maybe he should. Legendary
Trinity football coach Dan
Jessee's record of 150 victories
has finally been surpassed.
Miller, who is in his 28 th year as
head coach of the Bantams, got
win number 151 on Saturday as
Trinity crushed the Polar Bears
of Bowdoin College 39-0 in
Brunswick, Maine. The game
was highlighted by two goalline stands by the Bantam defense and a four touchdown
passing performance by quarterback Steve Mikulski '95.
The Bantam offense started
slowly as Mikulski fumbled a
snap which Bowdoin recovered
on the Trinity 14-yard line. Immediately, the Bantam defense
was going to be tested. On a
fourth and two from the Trinity
six-yard line. Polar Bear running back Anthony Molinari
was stuffed by a host of Bantams as he tried to reach the first
down marker. Leading the
charge on the first defensive
stand was Rick Fonte '95, Sean
Hankard '95, and Marc Pezzuto Steve Mikulski '95 is ready to fire a pass to one of his many open receivers in a 35-21
'96. Taking over at the six, victory over Tufts. Mikulski completed 18 of 28 passes for 287 yards in the victory.
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Down 13-0, Bowdoin appeared to have/a drive mounting. Once again, the Bantam
defense, led by Ryan Hankard
'96 (1 int), Bobby Ayer '97, Rob
Norton '97, co-captain Peter
Tighe '95, and Jono Lenzner '96,
had other ideas as they shut the
Polar Bears down. With a second and eight on the Bantam 33yard line, Bowdoin quarterback
Ramon Martinez missed on
three consecutive passes as a
result of the continuous pressureby GregEisenhauer '95 and
JonGolas'96.
Taking over on the 33-yard
line, Mikulski completed three
straightpasses to three different
receivers leading the Bantams
to another score. Completions
to Kirby (5 catches for 38 yards,
12 rushes for 67 yards), Mike
Ranieri '96, and finally a 44-yard
touchdown strike to McDavitt,
who kicked the extra point, increased the Bantam's lead to 200 at the end of the first half.
The Bantams started the
second half in the same fashion
as they ended the first, but this
time it only took two plays to
score. After junior Scott Maurer
(10 rushes for 70 yards) scampered 16 yards to midfield,
please turn to page 17 '

Women's Tennis
Bruno Bellyflop A Patented
Move; Playoff Hopes Still Alive Finishes Season 7-4
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer
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Tri-i-aptain Bsian (iondion '95 dribbles past a Tufts defender. The Bantams
lost a lough 2-1 decision to the Juinbos.
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With an impressive 7-4 final regular season record, the
women's tennis team will look
back on this season as a successful one. Starting the season
slowly, winning only two of
their first five games, the team
bounced back and won five of
their last six matches. Trinity's
performances over the last few
weeks have left Coach Bartlett
speechless, "I am just so pleased
with the girls. They have improved so much from the start
of the season. They just kept
getting better and stronger with
each match."
After their loss to Williams
on the first of the month, the
team came together and won
four matches in a row. The University of Hartford was Trinity's
first victim. This team seemed
to just be less experienced then
the Bantams. Among the highlights of the 7-2 victory, sophomore Katie Reifenheiser pulled
out a win in a tough three setter
6-4,5-7, 6-4.

Trinity then traveled to
Vassar and won 6-3, thanks to
consistent hard hitting from the
singles players. The team was
stunned in doubles competition,
losing two of the three matches.
One of the reasons why Trinity
is tough on its opponents is its
depth and ability throughout the
lineup.
The Bantams finally returned home for a date with rival Wesleyan. Trinity was glad
to be back home, as team spirit
and support really let a win fall
into Trinity's hands. A key factor to the victory was the superb
play of the underclassmen.
Again they gave themselves a
scare by being down 1-2 after
doubles play. The doubles tandem of Holly Nelson '96/Anne
Chick '96 started out really slow
dropping the first set 0-6, but
they regrouped and won the
second set in six straight. The
tension was high going into the
third set, as no one quite knew
what would happen. In the end
Wesleyan pulled out a tightly
fought match.
please turn to page 17
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